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Muzzy To Task For Some

NBW8PAPER HI8TORY
The Rockland Gazette was established
of His Omissions
•n 1846. In 1874 the Courier was estab-1
______
lished and consolidated with the Oazette
«
a. —.
in 1882 The Pre#* Press was established I
Gulfport, Fla., March 14
In 1855 and ln 18«$ changed Its name to
nf The rVvnHer nasAtU'
the Tribune. These papers consolidated M tor 01
Courier-Gazette.
March 17. 1897.
In your March 9 issue is a list of 49

In Eastern climes the Pipes of Pan
Made music sweet for ancient man.
But at the same time In thr West
The T.D. pipe was loved the best.

The other day a friend placed in
my hand an old T.D pipe. He told

or to jig a few mackerel. He perhaps
had been warned to look out for
“Injuns,” as a neighbor had seen
signs the day before but he replied
that he could look out for himself
as he had a loaded musket in hls!
boat His friends were worried about!
him. however .and stood watching I
,
.
nim pusning nis green lap-streax i
boat up through the Reach.
]
| Just off Little Island they saw the 1
i

Historical Research Shows How It Was Granted To Passed By the Maine House Overwhelmingly—Strong
Governor Bernard In 1771
Sentiment For Beer Developing
I In the issue of March 4 this newspaper published, under the caption, “The
Bepaia'ion of Maine," a valuable contribution to the State's historical lore.
from the pen of the eminent Canadian jurist, the Honourable Mr. Justice
Willtam Renwick Riddell of Toronto. This article * alt with the Province of
Maine, some of its relations to the Revolutionary War, the beglnnmg of the
„,ovemenl t0 make it a separate political entity, apart from Massachusetts,
jn the appended article the distinguished author applies hls intensive hls'orlcal research to “all that island lying North Eastward of Penobscot Bay, within
the bounds of the Territory of Sagadehock . . . commonly called and known
by the name of the Island of Mount Desert."—Ed ]

A bill legalizing amateur sports on , believes that under legislative rules
Sundays through Maine was passed | hc can amend the bill to embrace
by an overwhelming majority in the , beer in such a way as to assure the
"Immortals," of this generation whose
House yesterday. The chorus of bill reaching the Legislature floor,
•••
••• names will appear in American his♦
True wisdom ls to know wh»t ♦ tory 50 years hence, according to Dr.
shouted "ayes" was so strong that’ Only a majority vote will be neces■- ls best worth knowing, and to
opponents of the bill did not evenjsa:y,he believes, to amend his mcasDavid
S.
Muzzy
of
Columbia
Univer♦ do whnt Is best worth doing.— ♦
ask for a division and the measure j ure und that margin seems assured
■» Humphreys.
♦ sity. This is a most remarkable list,
-•*
•••
on the basis of the House vote.
was sent along to bc engrossed.
not only for some of the names in• • • •
The bill permits “any outdoor rec
eluded, but even more remarkable for
Senator Jackson of Cumberland,
Bv
The
Honourable
William
Renwick
Riddell,
LL.D.,
F.
R.
S.
C.,
&e.
reation
or
competitive
amateur
names omitted.
It is well known to those interested in thc early history of Maine, that sport or game, except boxing, horse- yesterday announced that divided
The two greatest living Americans. 1
Address of G. F. St. Clair
the
territory in its North-eastern part was granted to rhe Inhabitants of I racing, air circuses or wrestling, be- reports—flve to flve—had been voted
whose names will be not only hon- j
Editor of The Courier-Gazette:—
the
Province of Massachusetts Ba), hy King William III. and Queen tween the hours of 1 p. m. and 7 by the committee on measures cre
ored 50 years hence, but 500 years
Could any of your readers give me
Marv, his wife and Consort, hy Patent, tested October 7, in the third p. m., on Sundays" and provides that ating a sales tax and a tax on chain
hence, or as long as Americans are
the address of George F. St. Clair,
year of their reign, that is, 1691 ; this was in the Patent itself described proprietors or owners of recreational stores. The sales tax measure will
living and inhabiting this country, are
who formerly lived somewhere near
as "all those Lands and Hereditaments lying between the Territory of areas may receive remuneration and be in a new draft but will retain
left out. I have in mind the lmmor- 1
most features of the original pre
Belmont?
Mrs. Emery 8t. Clair
Nova Scotia and the River Sagadehock ... together with all Islands lying take up collections.
tai poet, Edwin Markham, and the
sented
by Representative Marion E.
Owl's Head. March 22.
ten leagues off the Main Land within the said bounds." The Patent
A local option clause provides that
great “heretic," William MontgomMartin of Bangor, notably the one
specifically
provided
that
the
grant
was
“
To
Have
and
to
hold
.
.
.
unto
the
law
shall
not
be
effective
until
I ery Brown.
the said Inhabitants, and their Successors to their own proper use and passed upon by the municipal officers | per cent tax basis, "notwithstanding
PARK THEATRE
What dusty, cobwebby attic does
reports of a two per cent tax," he
hchiMif
for evermore." This "Territory of Sagadehock” was composed of a city or by a town meeting
This theatre is going to be one of' this Dr. Muzzy Inhabit at Columbia
continued.
V •• •
of the whole reach from the boundary of Nova Scotia, the River St. Croix,
the relay stops for the pony express University, when writing hls school
• • • •
A Republican sponsored move to
Friday and Saturday, when Buck J text-books of American history ? was whole. Just how it got into the fisherman stop rowing, cup his and the River Sagadehock, i. e. the Kennebec.
A bill to give thc State budget offi
_____
____
_
_
.
.
After
the
Conquest
of
Canada
from
the
French
in
1759-1760,
culminatthrow
open
the
door
for
Introduc

Jones arrives in his newest Columbia Has he never heard of John Bur lohster pot is hard to determine but hands and light his pipe, then re
cer. with consent of the Oovernor and
picture, "White Eagle," in which he roughs, Luther Burbank, Eawa>rl It probably was worked up between sume his rowing again taking a few 1 11111 10 the formal cession b\ the 1 reat\ of Pans, 1/63, Alassachusetts tion of "beer" legislation was turned 1 Council, full power to reduce the ap
strokes, then collapsing across the claimed to extend her houndtuies to the North and West, toward th,* down by the House yesterday on a
portrays a colorful character of the Bellamy, Clarence Darrow, Edward
the laths that made the bottom of rail. The watchers exclaimed: “I *'V6r St. Lawrence, while Nova Scotia made claim to the Sagadehock roll call vote which showed many [ propriations made by the Legislature
early west, an Indian brave rider ol , Everett Hale. Phillips Brooks, Upton
told you so. Ike has got an Injun (s°metimes called Sagadahock) Territory. In 1763, a compromise wa? Republicans switching from their | to meet any loss in estimated revenue,
the malls. One of the many thrills j Sinclair, Jack London. Helen Kellc-. the trap.
j 0111cred into, very rcluctantl)- accepted by Alassachusctts, affirming her vote of a few weeks ago when a was introduced in the Senate Tuesday
promised Buck Jones fans is a hand- , Ella Wheeler Wilcox, Scott Nearing,
Many tlm6S 1 have heId this old arrer tn him or I miss my guess."
So they launch a canoe and three ownership °5 the Sagadehock Territory; but she gave up all right to Democratic bill to resubmit thc state under suspension of the rules The
to-hand fight with a slinking moun- i Daniel De Leon. George R. Kirkpat- ;coral covered P'P6 ln my halld and
°5 . her boundaries
toward the St. Lawrence. It may he said prohibitory amendlment was killed. measure, Introduced by Republican
bring 1I fx5enslon
,
,
,
tain lion with the lion coming out rick, Lincoln Steffens, Robert M„ La wondered who was its owner, how- sturdy men at the paddles soon bring
Weeks of Somerset, amends
The
to 64 on.---------an order, Leader
second best. Barbara Weeks is fea-I Follette. Sr.. Thomas Watson. Oscar was 11 losl and how many years had them alon« 51(5,6 the «reen lap-streak. ,hat. "er daims to Northern and Western, extension were not without
— vote
- — was
—79
------------Admlnutratlve
bill D.,ssed
tured opposite the star. Ward Bond, I Ameringtr, David Starr Jordan and [11 laln amon? the rocks and sea_ boat. They tenderly lift Ike from off 71fr't: s5le 5,3(1 taken a valiant part, and more than her legitimate share by Eldridge of Eastport—introduced i
___
Robert Ellis, Jason Robards. Jim Robert G Ingersoll’
weed and Into m>’ Imagination came the rail, but he gives them only a 1:1 ' 'e slruUK'c against the 1- rench and I- rench Indians in Canada—so this morning after an attempt to
Thorpe and Frank Campeau appear
When he includes Woodrow Wilson. thls al»»er.
snarl as he sits up straight tn his I
™ «’• Jnd"'1'.tha'Lthc ^anad^n*,°! French period knew their enemie-. recall a Democratic beer bill which
The Housp
finally killed a bill
__
»< had been indefinitely postponed was j which prohibited the advertising of
Many years ago when Castine was boat and wants to know what in to the South in
in the cast.—adv.
Herbert Hoover, William Jennings
Bastonnais, i. e., "Bostonians.” The name is not yet quite forgotten: , blocked by Laughlin of Portland,
Bryan, Alfred E. Smith, Charles E the eastern trading post it was the tunkett they think they re doing,
cigarettes and tobacco when it accept
many a modern F rench-Canadian mother quiets her fretful child Sy a i two-thirds vote was needed.
ed an "ought not to pass" report cf
Hughes, and leaves out Theodore custom of the few fishermen and j "Why Ike, we thought you was hit
threat that “Les Bastonnais” will get him, if he is not still
A new attempt to bring about the the judiciary committee.
Roosevelt, William Howard Taft. Ig trappers along our coast to boat by an arrer and was dying."
While in 1780, during the Revolutionary War, many of the legalizing cf 3.2 beer in Maine will
• • 4 •
natius Donnelley. James O. Blaine. their products to this market and , “Dying nothing! I wasn't hurt, he
grantees
of land, living in this Territory, remaining loyal to the Crown, be made In the Legislature, probably
A bill setting the open Season fcr
swap their flsh. etc., for groceries.1 didn't hit me, he hit my pipe and 1
Grover
Cleveland
and
John
Altgeld
Members of Clark bland Branch,
and. disapproving of the separation from the Empire and Independence In the Senate today.
deer hunting by a grouping of north
one wonders what rules guide hun in tobaheo and clothes. So it ls not was lookin' for It on bottom.”
the I hirteen Colonies, attempted to have this Territory severed
Quarry Workers' Union
Weatherbee of Penobscot who ern and southern counties, with Han
i hard to visualize one of these old
Thus was tragedy averted and a
selecting his list of “Immortals!”
from Massachusetts Bay rnd made a separate Province, r. Dominion of sponsored a move for beer which cock excepted, was reported favorably
Are rt quested to meet at their hall
Norman W. Lermond ! time fishermen standing up in his T. D. pipe accounted for.
Britain, thc territory remained part of Massachusetts until after an agita-________
failed In the House yesterday, har Tuesday.
boat, rowing cross handed for Hur
F. H. Winslow.
tion of some vears, Maine was admitted as a separate State of the l'nion devised a plan which seems to asMONDAY, MARCH 27
The season for the northern
Little Sophie—“Father, what is ricane Sound to get some rock cod
Vinalhaven. March 20.
in 1820, as part of the celebrated "Missouri Compromise ”
sure that the issue will at least reach counties was fixed at from Oct 16 to
executive
ability?"
at 9 A. M.
What is, now at least, an important part of that Territory, the Island a position of consideration,
Nov. 30, and ts the same as was set
Professor Broadhead—"The faculty
of Mount Desert, was best known as the scene of the exploit in 1626 of
Under the order Senator Weather- for Aroostook County two years ago
E. D. RISTEEN. Sec.
of earning your bread by the work of
Sir Samuel Argali trom Virginia, who captured the French Post on thr bee Introduced Tuesday a two-thirds and ls two weeks ahead of the season
other peoplt."—Watchman-Examiner.
dc
J
a J I '□
li I
’*'and' and
priestly occupants afloat on the sea, to make land or vote of the membership was neces-; for the other northern counties under
Eugene R. Spear and Miss ^adelaide Holmes CxUests O, drown .is the Fates might decide. But it remained unsettled for the most . sary to obtain the right to introduce the present law. Hancock County is
part till well into the Eighteenth Century. Sometime toward the end of I a beer bill. The Senate gave the re- set at Nov. 1 to Dec. 15. the same as
Honor At Notable Telephone Affair
the third quarter of this Centurv-, Governor Francis Bernard took a fancy quired margin but the House, al at present. The southern zone sea
to it and determined to make it his own.
though favoring It by a majority, son also remains the same—from Nov.
The Country Club presented a on March 1.1933. had been connected _ Bernard, it may he remembered, was Governor of the Province of lackedthe necessarytwo-thirds
1 to Nov. 30.
festive scene last night, the occasion , with the telephone service here since I Massachusetts Bay from 1760, and continued as such during the disturb- senator Weatheibee now plans to
It's heen pretty tough lately with our bank troubles and the
The bill also provides that reporti
miserable weather, hut, gre! we're had teethaehe before and we
being a party under the direction of May 1900, at which time she entered j ’.nces immediately preceding the Revolution. We find him giving evi- offer an amendment to a measure of damage to crops by deer must be
lived through it, and we are happy today, so why worry? Say, but
the local telephone office honoring the employ of the New England Tel i dence during the enquiry by a Committee to whom thc Privy Council af pending before the Legislature
given to the commissioner of Inland
we'd like you to come tn and see rome of our New Spring Goods—for
Miss
Adelaide C. Holmes and Eugene A Tel. Co at Rockland. With the Westminster had entrusted the investigation of "the state of Disorders which would legalize the transporta- Fisheries and Game within 24 hours
instance—
R Spear on retirement from the exception of a short interval she w». Confusions and .Mis-government” prevailing in the Province of Mass-1 tlon of liquor. senator Weatherbee after discovery.
NEW KAYNEE WASH SUITS
I positions they held with the company with the Rockland exchange continu achusetts Bay—the investigation took place in June, 1770: Bernard__________________________________
for many years. It was an expression ously since that date. Her ability wa: testified that “to the beginning of July, 1765, everything was regular and (
$1.00, $1.50
™E SLOT MACHINES
FOUR WOMEN DRAWN
of esteem and affection, entered Into diking of recognition and ^e pro- orderly, and no Governor lived buffer’ uriCh, Ms people " The-disorders
The;e are somt of the prettiest things you ever saw
by
everyone
who
nas
become
ac

pressed
through
the
various
grades
beginning
then,
were
aggravated
bv
Otis
and
his
son,
through
theii
..
rv_
•
i
lj
u
r
j
r
t
i
o
•
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A JIGSAW PUZZLE WITH EVERY SUIT
quainted with thc efficient and faith- being appointed supervisor ln 1913 inflammatory publications, etc.; and, whereas previously the right of thc Jud8e Owinal Holds Fred For 1 raverse Jury Service At
The newest thing in SWEATERS and the neatest, too, you ever
ful service rendered by the two cm- and given the highest position in the Imperial Parliament to pass legislation bindingthe Colonies was
not
Brown For the May Term
May Term—Justice Fisher
saw—all wool, at ............... ............ ........... ............................ . J1J0, $1.98
ployes
in
the long period of years.
I Traffic Department in Rockland, tha' disputed, but only the legal validity of theRoyal Instructions to the
One tremendous line of BOYS' PANTS—something that gives
of Superior Court
Presides
There were about 70 present lr.- [ of chief operator, ln 1921. She en- Governor, now, the “doctrine of the Colonies . . . being subject to Parlia- '
good wear and looks well, too; at ..... .............. .. $1.00, $1.25, $1.50
eluding officials and employes, their deared herself through this long ment,” was itself denied.
Those three slot machines alleged
Justice William H. Fisher wiU pre
BOYS' BLOUSES AND SHIRTS—you'll like these................ 59c, 69c
wives and husbands, drawn from period of service to both the public
If 1762 however, there was none of this pernicious contention; and 1® have been stolen from Nathan side at the May term of Knox County
MEN'S DRESS SHIRTS ......................................... ............. 50c, $1.00, $150
the Governor was in harmonv with his people and their Representatives ' Berliawsky's warehouse on Walnut
Rockland. Thomaston, Camden. Bel- she served and to her employes
Superior Court
In fart we've so many nice things to show you wr hardly knowfast, Bangor and Portland. Among
Miss Holmes is succeeded by Miss in the Legislature. Hc asked the Legislature for a grant of the desired | street St. Patrick's Day were toted
just what to talk about We're sold on our goods and we’ll try to
Four women arc Included ln the
the out of town attendants were Miss , Ruth E. Anderson. Her entry in the Island; and the House received his request, favorably, acceding to it with- up into thc Municipal court room
enthuse you, too. Come in!
Ella Smalley ol Belfast; D. B Small, service of the company w-as at Bruns- i ut much delay. Accordingly, February 27, 1762, a Deed of Grant was again yesterday morning, and thc following list, drawn for traverse jury
] Maine manager; E. B Hodgkins, wick in 1920, later going to August:, executed in thc name of “The Governor, Council and House of Repre Court heard a plea of "not guilty" service:
division commercial engineer; and where she progressed to the position sentatives of the Province of Massachusetts Bay in New England in thc from Fred Brown who is charged by Henrietta Ames.
Matinicus
F. S. Benjamin, division superintend- of supervisor. Feb. 8, 1930. she we.? Great and General Court Assembled,” granting to Governor Francis [ the prosecution with having broken Albert R. Anderson,
Thomaston
ent of traffic, of Portland; Bryant appointed district instructor, with Bernard "all that Island lying North Eastward of Penobscot Bay within into the warehouse and taken them Arthur Barnes,
Camden
Patten, district manager; Miss Ellen headquarters at Bangori and from t516 bounds of the Territory of Sagadehock . . . commonly called and ) away.
Camden
Fred S. Beale,
O Leary, chief clerk of commercial that position came to the Rockland known by the Name of the Island of Mount desart," with “the reservaBrown was again represented by Mrs. Josephine Bessey,
Union
department; Francis Shaw, commer exchange. She has had a wealth of 110,11° the Crown of one-fifth of all gold, silver and precious stones.”
Ensign Otis, while County Attorney George W. Butler,
Appleton
cial representative; Miss Helena experience in all branches of tele- J
In thc original Grant from the King and Queen Regnant, there was Burrows . who is in faithful attend- Cyrus P. Brown,
Caindcn
Foley, chief operator; Miss Helen phone work and is excellently j contained a Proviso as follows: "Provided always that no Grant of ance upon all criminal cases, repre- Willard Brown,
Hope
Oostley. district Instructor; Miss Mar equipped for her position of chiel ' Lands within thc Territory of Sagadehock made by the Governor and sented the State. Frank A Tirrell Frederick H. Cates,
Rockland
garet O'Loughlin, district clerk; L. J. operator. Miss Anderson is an out- j General Assembly of the said Province shall be of any force or effect until entered appearance for Bcrliawsky, ln Louis R. Cates,
Rockland
McHardy, division supervisor of door enthusiast, an exceUent bowler, j their Majestvs, their Heirs or Successors shall signify their approbation case there should bc a come-back George F. Dean,
Rockland
traffic, and Maurice C. Orbeton, dis and/ia cordiaUy welcomed to Rock- i °f the same.’’ Consequently, thc approbation of the Reigning King, with reference to hls ownership of I Mrs. Kate M Dunbar,
Rockport
trict traffic superintendent, of Ban laMa. «
King George IIL, must bc obtained before the Grant could be valid.
the nickel absorbers.
I Herbert C. Fades,
Thomaston
gor.
While Mr. Spear's record with the | Accordingly, Governor Bernard petitioned for thc Confirmation of
The value placed upon thc stolen I Hiram Green,
Vinalhaven
Jig-saw puzzles, cards, radio music company was reviewed in a previous his Grant: this coming before the Privy Council, it was referred by the machines was placed at $226 In the | Arthur P. Haines,
Rockland
and dancing formed the chief diver issue of The Courier-Oazette, it is Council to the Committee December 21, 1763 and by them to the Board warrant.
j Mrs. Bessie B. Harriman, St. George
sions of the evening. Fruit salad, hot not amiss to again refer to it here. of Trade, which was charged with the oversight of Trade and Colonic-.,
Cushing
Berliawsky, who resides at 385 Melville J. Maloney,
i rolls, cake and coffee were served His retirement comes after more than (generally called “Plantations”), February 4, 1764, the Board I Broadway said that when he learned John Mathieson,
Vinalhaven
had been broken Into Albert V. McIntyre,
later tn the evening, and while at 44 years of continuous service, during exhibited no indecent haste in dealing with thc matter; but, finally, after I the warehouse
________________________
Warren
table T. C. Stone, manager of the which for several years he was mana- ! another reference to them on December 16, 1769, March 8, 1771, the> ! he caused three search warrants to Charles Mitchell,
Owl's Head
Rockland-Belfast area, presented ger of the Rockland-Belfast area. Mr made a Report recommending the confirmation of the Grant, subject, of be Issued. The machines alleged to Herbert C. Parsons,
North Haven
[ Miss Holmes with a floor lamp and Spear's service dates from Jan. 1, course, to the rights of the Crown: the recommendation was followed be his property were found in the Percival C. Pierpont,
Washington
Mr. Spear with a desk lamp, a desk 1883. when he began as a night op by the Privy Council, and, March 28, 1771, the Grant of February 27, cellar of the house on Pacific street Oeorge F. Ryan.
Rockland
Rockland, Me.
632 Main Street
set and a box of cigars. Miss Holmes erator and general utility man by day. 1762, became effective.
Rockport
.
,
[ owned by Brown's father-in-law, Dana A. Sherer,
33&35
How long, Governor Bernard enjoyed his Grant, and how he lost it lco chase.
I Albert F. Sleeper,
and Mr. Spear acknowledged the In 1889 he went West, but returned to
So. Thomaston
gifts ln a feeling manner. Beautiful the East in August, 1895, since when is a matter of history.
Berliawsky said that he owned 20 Ralph L. Smith.
Rockland
bouquets of roses were also presented he has been continuously employed in
Osgoode Hall, 1 oronto, March 11.
or 25 machines and that five of them ! Mrs Josephine P. Tabbutt, St Oeorge
...... . ......«.....
to Miss Holmes and to Miss Ruth E. telephone service.
Rockland
1
were located In Rockland. At this ! Sanford Welt,
| Anderson, Miss Holmes' successor. A
For many years he was manager of
Friendship
point, upon suggestion ot Attorney 1 Albion Wotton,
EFFECTIVE JANUARY 13
1 guest book was circulated during the the Bath-Brunswick area, going tc
Warren
Tirrell, Judge Dwinal Informed Fred A. Wyllie,
evening, and this was given Miss Belfast tn June, 1910, as general man
Berliawsky that It was not necessary
Holmes as she departed for home.
ager of the then newly-formed Waldo Rockland Athlete Captures Honor Which Forrest Hamilton for him to answer questions which YOUR FAVORITE POEM
; The committee in charge consisted Telephone Company. The following
might be incriminating.
Ha* Held For Year*
i of Miss Nettie Jordan, general chair- year he was sent to Rockiand to
Patrolman McIntosh told of find
If I bad to live my life again I would
have made a rule to read aome poetry
|. man. Miss Alberta Knight, Miss Olive assume the same position with the en
ing thc machines in the Chose cel and
listen to some music at least once
| Pease. Miss Madeline Hanscom. Mrs. larged Waldo & Knox Company
Forrest Hamilton of Portland, who and It was fairly packed with thrills lar and that Brown had admitted a week. Tbe loss of these tastes la a
loss
of
happiness.—Charles Darwin.
Elizabeth Volley and Miss Evelyn When that company was merged a
has held the roller skating champion as the speedy rollcritcs alternately led placing them there.
Graves.
short time later he remained as man
No defence was offered at! this
MARY MORISON
“Every Mile a Smile—Most Direct Route to Boston”
ship of Maine for a long period of each other.
Miss Holmes who retired from the ager of the Rockland-Belfast area.
During the last five laps the Port time, but Attorney Otis said that the O Mary, at thy window be.
Coaches Leave Rockland 7.30 A. M. Dally Except Sunday
years,
last
night
surrendered
that
It
ts
the
wish
’d, the trysted hour!
position of chief operator at Rockland
In December, 1929, he was succeed
land contestant swung into the lead, state had failed to establish the Those smiles and glances let me see
Arrive Boston 2.15 P. M.
ed by Thomas C. Stone, being relieved coveted honor to Fred "Jeff" Mealey but a desperate spurt sent Mealey slightest proof that the respondent That make the miser's treasure poor;
How blithely wad I bide the stoure.
Coaches Leave Rockland 5.00 P. M. Arrive Boston 11.30 P. M.
at his own request. Since then he has of this city, well known baseball play out ln front again, and he finished 15 had broken Into the warehouse or A weary slave frae sun to sun.
Could I the rich reward secure.
Coaches Arrive in Rockland from Boston 4.55 P. M. and 1.00 A. M
been a commercial representative In er and all around athlete.
feet ahead as the gun sounded. And stolen the machines.
The lovely Mary Morlson.
the Bangor District, working chiefly
This statement was countered by Yestreen when to the tremblin'; string
The races began Monday nght with then. boy. the rafters rang!
AT THE
dance gaed thro1 the lighted ha1.
out of Rockland. “Gene” is known to
Hamilton has challenged Mealey to County Attorney Burrows with the The
To thee my fancy took Its wing.—
Fare to Boston: One way $5.00. Round trip $9.00
telephone people far and wide, and Is a two-mile contest which Mealey a three-mile race Saturday night, remark that possession of the stolen I sat, but neither heard nor saw:
Tho’ this was fair, and that was braw.
Fare to New York: One way $7.00. Round trip I 3.00
the last of the old school of managers/ narrowly won. By Tuesday night the still confident that he can win after property was prima facie evidence.
And yon the toast of a' the town.
sigh'd, and said amang them a1,
In Maine,
veteran Hamilton had oiled up his a more thorough acquaintance with
Judge Dwinal found probable I"Ye
are na Mary Morlson."
rusty Joints and made a more the rink. He could not regain the cause, and held Brown for the May
O
Mary,
canst thou wreck hls peace
Popular vote Tonight will select
thorough acquaintance with the Span championship, however, except under term of Superior Court.
KNOX PROBATE COURT
Tickets May Be Purchased At
Wha for thy sake wad gladly dee?
another lady contestant to take
Or
canst
thou break that heart of hls,
Inventories filed—Albert A. Borne ish Villa skating surface, and he won the same conditions that Mealey won
Tel. 620
Rockland—Thorndike Hotel, Main St.,
Whase only faut Is loving thee?
part in the finals.
If
love
for
love thou wilt na gle.
the
three-mile
race
by
a
matter
of
lU-by
two.
three
and
five-mile
races.
And then there was the Alpha Phi
man, Thomaston, $735; Edwin S.
Contest begins at 9 P. M.
Tel. 3
Thomaston—McDonald’s Drug Store,
At least be pity to me shown;
Inches.
“
Jeff"
is
accepting
his
new
honors
Crawford.
Warren.,
$4175;
Joseph
who
was
so
dumb
She
thought
a
but

A
thought
ungentle canna be
Btr
Public Skating Before and After
The thought o Mary Morlson.
Thus the real test came last, night. modestly,
tress was a female goat
Cooper. North Haven. $3833.95.
35* It
-Robert Burns.

WE WANTERKNOW!"

me 11 came from the hottom of the
0(16411 vla one
hls lohster pots,
Thls plpe was COV6red wilh coral
,and must have laid in the ocean a
lon® 15me' about two inches of the
stem was gone but otherwise the pipe
I
:

NOTICE!

RETIRING OFFICIALS HONORED
u*

r'

WILLIS

CHRYSLER - PLYMOUTH
SALES - SERVICE

i

E. 0. PHILBROOK & SON

MEALEY WINS CHAMPIONSHIP

ROCKLAND TO BOSTON

“Quaker Stages”

Graceful Skating
SPANISH VILLA
RINK

The Courier-Gazette

MAD DOG WARNING

WITH THE BOWLERS

THREE-TIMES-A-WEEK

Statewide Outbreak of Ra-1

Wholesalers Take Two

When the Wholesalers finished with
Bless the Lord, O my soul; and
bies Feared By Commis-j the Barbers Monday night the tall
forget not all His benefits . . . who
sioner Stobie
line located the latter 94 laps behind.
redeemeth thy life from destruction;
Thomas was in fine fettle, having
who crowneth thee with lovingkindA Waterville despatch telling how
high
string (121) and high total. The
ness and tender mercies. — Psalms the city had been terrorized by a
summary:
103:2,4.
mad dog was published in all of the
Wholesalers—Meating 266, Howard
daily newspapers yesterday. That
272, Gardiner 291, Dudley 308, Thomas
A LITERARY CONVERT the situation is causing much con 315. total 1452.
cern in Kennebec County, and could
Barbers—Mayo 261, Jones 278, Perry
George W. Greene, Formerly be easily duplicated in any other 280. Ames 258, Shute 281, total 1358.
of Vinalhaven, To Devote county, is apparent from the fol South Thomaston was not quite so
lowing notice issued by George J. soft for the Wholesalers, who had only
Time To Writing
Stobie, Commissioner of Inland Fish 16 pins to spare. Brault was the hero
eries and Game:
of this engagement, bowling 110, 103
The Richmond correspondence of
• • * •
and
113 in succession This gave him
the Kennebec Journal recently con
There appears to be an outbreak of
tained an interesting story in regard rabies (hydrophobia) among dogs in I both medals. The summary:
Wholesalers—Meating 300. Howard
to a former Vinalhaven boy. It fol the Kennebec valley. The brains of 282, Gardiner 291, Dudley 262, Thoma'
several
dogs,
supposed
to
have
been
lows:
’
mad. have been examined at our } 289. total 1424.
“George W. Greene, who has been
South Thomaston — Brault 326,
laboratory and the opinion that they ,
connected with the Richmond Shoe had rabies has been confirmed. We Simmons 258. Willis 284, Ames 271,
1408.
Company for the past 17 years as hope it will not extend beyond the Fitzgerald 269, •total
• * •
above
named
section
but
are
giving
bookkeeper, paymaster and account
Just by way of diversion Hanson
ant has resigned his position . nd will you this note of warning:
and Lawry trimmed Doak and Fitz
First, no one should attempt with
devote more of his time to literature
gerald in a couple of matches at the
out heavily gloved hands to get a j Recreation Alleys Tuesday night, tak
and writing than he has been able
supposed bone out of a dog's throat ing the first by 26 pins and the sec
to do in the past. Mr. Greene is the
Second, any dog whose actions are ond by 14. Summary of first match:
author of 'The Girl O' the Mountains,'
very different from hls usual be Hanson 267, Lawrv 309. total 576;
and "Ihe White Girl of Spirit Island.'
haviour. so that he is snapping and Doak 276. Fitzgerald 274, total 550:
two novels published four and two
biting at things, appears to be listen second match. Hanson 265, Lawry 302:
years ago, which met with marked
ing for something as if in fright, and Doak 279. Fitzgerald 274. Charlie
success.
then barks and runs back and forth made up for lost time with the nice
"Mr. Greene has been a citizen ef
in his quarters constantly, and any total of 611 for six strings, and with
Richmond for 45 years. He was edu
dog with the lower jaw drooping 122 and 125, as the respective high
cated in the common schools, Eastern
with a good deal of saliva running totals.
Normal school at Castine and business
out of the mouth, should be immedi
• • • •
college. He was a pupil in penman
ately confined. Such a dog should
Eagles 5, Texaros 0
ship of P. O. Young of Camden, the
be handled with heavy gloves and
Led by Vallee, who bowled 106. 114
left hand penman who in turn was
not given a chance for it to bite and 110 in succession, the Eagles put
the pupil of A. R. Dunton, the founder
through them.
the wood to the oil fellers last night
of the Dun toman System of penman
Third, all dog bites at this time Benner had high string (120). The
ship. Mr. Greene became an expert
should be reported at once to a phy summary:
teacher and instructor of penman
sician with the full story of the ac
Eagles—Vallee. 330; Robbins, 289;
ship.
Phillips, 244; D. Benner, 312; Cobb.
"He was in the employ of the cident.
We enclose a copy of a circular 298; total. 1473.
Fitchburg railroad in Boston for 12
which
has been sent out to the phy
Texacos—Hanson, 278; Mayo. 280.
years after leaving business college
sicians in Kennebec valley by Dr. Shute. 241; Stewart. 294; Fitzgerald
until the time he came to Richmond.
For several years at first,, he con George H. Coombs, director of the 293; total. 1386.
ducted the general store at Iceboro Department of Health:
when the ice business on the Kenne
bec River was flourishing and was a
time keeper for the American Icc
Company.
"He is a Post Noble Grand of Rich
mond Lodge No. 56 IO.OF., Pa-st
Chief Patriarch of the Encampment
No. 35, Past Worshipful Master of the
Masonic Lodge No. 63. Past High Pries',
of Eudtt Rova! Arch Chapter and a
member cf Enterprise Grange.
"His birthplace is Vinalhaven and
Mr. Greene is a descendant of Ebenezer Hall, originally called the Daniel
Boone of the State of Maine, who
braved the dangers of the earliest
settlers and was the first white mar.
to settle on Matinicus Island, the
farthest island off the Maine coast.”
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Preventive Measures

Wounds produced by the bite of
an animal, in which there is any pos
sibility of rabies, should at once be
cauterized with “fuming" or strong
nitric acid. The acid is best applied
with a glass rod very thoroughly to
all parts of the wound, care being
taken that pockets and recesses do
not escape
Punctured wounds
should be laid open to allow proper
cauterization. Experiments in my
laboratory indicate the importance
also of cauterizing the edges of the
skin.
Nitric acid, on account of its diffusibility and penetration, is almost
specific for rabies. The resultant
wound heals well and little if any ad
ditional scarring is produced.

THE ROCKLAND LIONS

Charged With Wholesale Destruction Of Lobster Fry—
Totals Shown By the Questionnaire
The fate of that well known coast dweller, the medrick. may be sound
ed if the biological research to be
conducted in July and August by Prof.
Young of University of Maine results
according to the belief of the Sea and
Shore Fisheries Department.
The black m. rk now standing
against this species of the seagull
family is that he gormandizes On baby
lobsters, which for three weeks arc
found close to the surface of salt
water during the period mentioned.
These young lobsters, or fry, have
no Instinct of fear until they have
reached the period known in lohster
fisheries as the fourth stage. Henc?
they are easy prey for the voracious
medrick. and are gobbled up by the
thousands.
Commissioner Horatio D. Crie has
secured the federal government's per
mission to shoot 25 medricks for thc
I purpose of examination. If their
; stomachs are found to contain evi
dences of lobster fry the next step
will be to seek a repeal of the law
which affords them their present oroI tectlon. and thus lend valuable aid to
the work of lobster propagation.
In connection with the lobster in
dustry, and the vain attempt to secure
legislation which would permit the
taking of nine-inch lobsters. Com

’

Misses Arlene and Paulir.e Eugley
visited the'r aunt Mrs. Irvine Genth
ner at Broad Cove last Friday.
Mrs. William Wincl.enbach, daugh
ter Editli and son Maynard of Dutch }
Neck were Sunday guests of her par
ents Mr. and Mrs. Willi? m Oross.
Mrs. Grace Creamer, Mrs. Jennie
Littlehale and little son and Miss Vir
ginia Creamer of Brsad Cove visited
Mr. and Mrs. Allison Waltz Sunday.
Mrs Arthur Steward and daughter
cf Bremen visited Mrs Ernes' Eugley
last Friday.
Mrs. William Gross spent Satur
day with Mrs. John Jchaninson at
West Waldoboro.
Mrs. Herbert Waltz and Mrs. Arnold
Standish of West Waldoboro spent
Wednesday evening last week witli
Mrs. Allison Waltz.
Raymond Genthner of Winslow's
Mills has been in this place with his
woodsawing machine.

New

missioner Crie today made public the
results of the questionnaire which was
conducted while the matter was pend
ing in Legislature.
More than 2000 fishermen respond
ed to the questionnaire, 1064 favoring
a continuance of the present law.
990 advocating the nine-inch law, and
174 being recorded in favor of the
double gauge law.
Legislature voted to retain the present law, but word comes that many
who registered for the present law
experienced a change of heart nnd
are now aligned with the nine-inch
advocates.
• • • •

C. A. LAWRENCE CO.,,NC-

CAMPBELL’S

SOUP

!
I

Can

CODFISH L? 19c
SALT PORK x» 7c

|

LAMB SALE

|
J
I

,

LEGS
Pound

FORES
Pound

RIB
CHOPS, lb.

19c

10c

20c

CORNED SPARE RIBS

25c
15c

3 lbs

^ARMOUR’S - LIBBY’S CORNED BEEF

12 oz
tin

WEEK-END SPECIAL!

More Extra FEATURES
THE FRIENDLY

MORE FOR YOUR MONEY-THAN EVER
—in the New Leonard Electric

6c

TOMATO

j

White-Nelson Bill

The lebster fishermen of Beals,
with Alton Dobbins as their chairman, have appealed to President
Roosevelt to use his influence for the
passage of the White-Nelson lobster
till, or for the placing of a duty of 12
cents a pound on all Canadian lob
sters coming into the United States.
"Our lobster expenses are so great
the price is so small, and with Canadjin lebsters flooding cur market
the year round, we can’t get by." the
President was told,
Ccpies of the petition have been
: ent all along the New England coast
with the request that the fishermen rf
ether places cooperate.

STORE

BACON
,EGGS

1 POUND
SLICED

BOTH
FOR

One Dozen
Selected

FRESH FRUITS 'VEGETABLES

EVERY FEATURE listed below will
contribute directly to your convenience
and comfort, and to your enjoyment
of electric refrigeration. Several of them

FANCY GRAPEFRUIT, dozen
BANANAS, 4 pounds
FLORIDA ORANGES, 2 dozen
SPY APPLES, peck
TANGERINES, 3 dozen

are exclusive with Leonard, and no

other electric refrigerator has them all.
See the exclusive LEN-A-DOR—the self
opening door which women call the

handiest thing in the home... Chiil om-

19c
23c
29c
23c
25c

29c I SPINACH, peck
25c NEW CARROTS, 4 bunches
29c FRESH CHICORY, peck
23c FANCY CELERY, 2 bunches
25c I FANCY STRING BEANS, 2 lbs

eter.with 8 freezing speeds and the new
Steady Kold Defroster irefrige.ates
while it defroits ... Glass Defrosting

Chase&
Sanborn

Pan . . . Automatic Electric Light ,..

Table Top . . . Broom-Room Legs . . .
Vegetable Crisper . . . Sliding Lower
Shelf with Sliding Dairy Basket .. . All
Porcelain Cooling Unit . . . Sanitrays
and Rubber Ice Tray ... Vegetable Bin.
These are some of many extra conven

Lin-A>Dok

iences provided in the beautiful new

WITH THE

Leonard standard models. See them
before you buy any electric refrigerator.

A TOUCH OF THI TOI ANO
THI DOOI IWINOI OMN

norm
PILLSBURY’S
BEST
PRODUCTS

NEW PRICES START AT $99.50
F. O. B. Factory

Installation and Tax Paid

G. A. LAWRENCE CO.,,NC
492 Main Street,

Tel. 260-W

Rockland, Me.
35-36

CAKE FLOUR, large package
PANCAKE FLOUR, 3 packages
YELLOW CORN MEAL, 3 packages
FARINA, 2 packages
WHOLE WHEAT FLOUR, 5 pound bag
RYE MEAL, 5 pound bag
WHOLE BRAN, 2 packages

LEONARD
R E F RIG E RATOR

ELECTRIC

(MW

GORTON'S

Westinghouse 'WaJivt,

$6950

Vivid Color—Sunny Flavor

j

I

GROSS NECK

Fair Kitchenettie—"Have you no
ticed her hat? Looks as if lt had been
J. W. Robinson "Fills In stepped on.”
As Speaker With Interest Bright Humidorcas—"Well, she had
It in the ring, but now she's out of
ing Bank Talk
Itclitics."—Louisville Courier-Journal.
Joseph W. Robinson, vice president
of the Rockland National Bank had
only 15 minutes' notice that he was
to be guest speaker at the meeting o!
the Rockland Lions Club yesterday, 1
but his interesting address certainly
gave no hint of a lack of preparation.
He speaks quietly, but in an easy
fluent manner, marked by graceful
gestures.
Of course he talked about banking— ,
a subject in which everybody has o
right to feel a keen and personal in
Regularly priced at
terest in view of existing conditions J
Harking back a bit he recalled thc
money panic of 1907 which, however,
did not result in the closing of the
banks. This was followed 10 years j
Special Price Now
later by the World War period, which
saw expansion and over-expansion,
with a slight deflation in 1921.
Then came the boom period, reach
ing its peak in 1929. There had been
no putting on of brakes, and the crash I
of the stock market saw values com
mence to fall, real estate to depreci
ate, etc. Added to this country's own I
troubles was the international situa
tion, resulting tn thc declaration by j
SMALL DOWN PAYMENT
Hoover of a moratorium, which prob- '
EASY TERMS
ably saved the situation at that time
England went off the gold standard I
and conditions were reaching their
powerful, long-life motor ...
Washer quality and washer
climax w’hen this country reached the 1
sturdy balloon roll wringer
economy! Get them both in
point of changing from one political
. . . porcelain enamel tub,
this brand new Westingadministration to another.
inside and out. All this at a
house
model
that
is
so
The bank holiday or moratorium in |
price lower than was ever
thriftily
priced.
Everything
Michigan was provided to afford a
before offered on a West
you want in a washer! Effi
breathing spell for the realignment of i
inghouse Washer.
cient aluminum agitator ...
forces. Soon 17 states were holding
bank holidays, and the tide kept
creeping eastward. New York decid
Come in.. see its speed. . compare its value
ed to take similar steps, and Gov.
Brann named March 4 and 6 as
Of course this new Westinghouse Washer gives you all thc
bank holidays for Maine.
famous Westinghouse washing speed. A wash that's sparkling
President Roosevelt stepped in and
white in record time . .. wilhoul increasing wash-wear. Come
put an embargo on gold shipments
in and see this new washer today.
and inaugurated a plan against hoard
ing which was put into effect. “Some
For a limited time only we are giving a year's supply
times we do not appreciate what the
of Rinso (40 packages) Free with each model of the
government can do in time of stress,"
said Mr. Robinson. "It is surprising
famous Westinghouse Washers purchased.
how much gold was brought in as the
result of this measure.
Your saving on this special $24.00
“Many idle rumors have been in
circulation but many of them have
not been true, and if we continue to
show patience I believe it will work
cut all right,”
Next Wednesday the Rockland
WESTINGHOUSE DISTRIBUTORS
Lions will have a joint meeting with
492 MAIN ST.
ROCKLAND
TEL. 260-W
the Boys' and Girls' Club of Tillson
35-36
avenue at St. Peter's Church.

this

GUNNING FOR THE MEDRICK

CODFISH CAKES

NOW
FULL

Meats

YOU CAN BUY

SLICED

THIS STANDARD

I, FULL Power

KELVINATOR

FRESH

COD TONGUES

2 Pounds 25c
IVORY SOAP
Now you can afford

FOR

it for everything

INSTALLED
RluFrstiM

large size

3 CallBS 25 C

medium size

5 cakes 25 c

BACON, 2 lbs

25c

IAN<Y

Frying or Broi ing

a-v

FOWL, lb

CHICKENS, lb

BONELESS BEEF

POT ROAST, lb

1 4c

MEATY
.a
SOUP BONES, lb 1

0c

Bo nr lest Prime Rib

OVEN ROAST, lb

HAM

18c
35c
25c
30c
25c

S

20c

HAMBURG STEAK, 3 pounds

LAMB FLANK, lb

Come in
and
see it
To-day

25c

5c 1 LAMB LIVER, lb

15c

BONELESS PORK SHOULDERS, lb

16c

NEATLY SLICED PIG’S LIVER, lb.

08c

SUNBRITE CLEANSER, can
FRESH BAKED FIG BARS, lb

5c

ARMOUR’S MILK

10c

GRAHAM FLOUR, 5 pound bag 17c

FLUTED
COCOANUT

K 1710-2

G. A. LAWRENCE CO.,,NCTel. 260-W

Cookies 2 lbs 25c

SLICED BEETS, 4 can.

25c

SHAKER SALT, 2 packages

13c

GRAPENUTS, package

16c

BROWN LABEL

CONF’R

21c

SALADA TEA,

freeR

Swansdown CAKE FLOUR, pkg

SATURDAY SPECIAL-KAY-DIPS

COCOANUT CREAMS

WHOLESALE AM) RETAIL DISTRIBUTORS
KNOX—LINCOLN—WALDO COUNTIES

492 Main Street,

1 vC

ROAST, Ib

Rump, best cuts, lb
Top Round, lb
Boneless Sirloin, lb
Cube Steak, Ib

STEAKS
BONELESS
SWEET
PICKLED

p.

CHUCK

Rockland, Me.
35-38

Made At Home By Kathleen O’Hara

lb

11

t g-v

49c

29

c

F;f
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TALK OF THE TOWN

There will be no rehearsal of the
First Baptist Church choir tonight

“MINICK" A HIT

COMING NEIGHBORHOOD EVENTS
March 24—Union—“And Mary Did.”
U. H. S. senior play.
March 27—Thomaston town meeting.
March 27-30—Farm and Home Week at
Orono.
March 30—American Legion smoker.
March 31—Rockland High School min
strel show.
March 31 — Vinalhaven — Senior class

Mrs. Emery St. Clair of Owl's Head
saw a flock of retains before the re
cent storm.

Miss Bushnell Stages ThreeAct Comedy, With All
Parts Well Taken

DRESS-UP!

Page Three

COMING SOON—ROSE BUSH SALE AT 25 CENTS—WAIT FOR IT

County Attorney Burrows left
Wednesday morning on a business ]
,| trip to Boston.

One of the outstanding productions j
V* • A 1 71 • .
staged by Adelyn Bushriell was
cabaret.
“Min^ck,• the three-act comedy
April 6—Friendship—American Legion 1
which was presented Monday eve
get-together, auspices Wllllams-Brasler
Post.
The W.C.T.U. will meet Friday at
ning at the high school auditorium
A$!
Camden - ' Stepping j 2.30 In the Central Maine room.
under the auspices of the Unlversa- ,
A Aphf ' K^uVrUVes^S^Lrmon^a The £UbJCCt iS "ReP°rLS frOm th<?
list Women’s Society. The large and
bands at Portland
I 72d Congress Hearing on Liquor.”
responsive audience paid tribute to
•Tune 14-15—Orand Army and allied
bodies meet In Bangor.
--------the clever work of the cast and the
June 25-30—Rotary International holds
Kelvinator refrigeration equip- i
Its world convention ln Boston.
.
v.
, . ,, . , ..
excellent
staging, which again re
___________
ment hak been installed ln thc dairy
flected the art and skill of Miss
WEATHER
department and refrigeration cases I
Bushnell.
A snow flurry early this morning at Perry's Market by O. A. Law
Marshall Bradford in the title role
did not help this month's reputation rence Co.
gave an eloquent characterization of Ac
for caprice In the weather line, but
------an old man—not a doddering old
the sun is shining as we go to press
Evangelists Homer Grimes and
J man. but one whose face and figure
Detachable Capet . short shoulder capes that lend a touch of un
and it may be a pretty good day after j Carl Fredrickson are coming to thc ,
show the encroachment of the years, xUj
usual chic, many detachable so that you can wear the suit with or
all. Yesterday brought up the aver- Littlefield Memorial Free Baptist i
without for variety . .. capes are dominating notes in 1933's spring
whose mind though alert runs more
age somewhat with noon temperature ' Church for a campaign, beginning I
song of suits!
,
or less to whims and ideas, who still' iv*
of 44, wind west. Snowdrops have on April 25.
| clings to the expectancy of his de- jV
Fur Edged Capes ... a single, narrow edging, or even a double row,
been in blossom for some little time.
of fine fur gives the effect of quality and richness without adding
Tonight's ladies’ graceful skating j
Icislons being paramount. Yet withal
the rat-a-tat-tat of the woodpecker
too much in weght or warmth for spring days.
.......
,
contest at the Spanish Villa rink will
a dear old man—humorous, a bit pais often heard in the morning, robins
..
. .. ,
High Nerklims . . . darings that ccme right up to the throat are
.
...
„
,
be the last before the grand final-?
thetic. lovable and human. The role.
are seen here and there—all welcome
also made to open wide when desired, for still greater variety of
which is to settle the Knox County [
of an entirely new type to Mr. Brad
signs of spring. Cloudiness will constyle and adaptability to occasion.
championship one week from tonight |
ford, served to show his histrionic
tinue in Maine quite generally today
ability more than ever before.
and the UnitedStates official forecast I A group of buye„ for puiier-Oobb- J
Miss Bushnell gave a telling por
Neither
costly
nefr
complicated
for
you
to
enjoy
the
says that it will also be cloudy tomor- pjgyjj are spending several days in
trayal of Nettie Minick, the daugh
row with r.ot much change in tem-! j^ew york including A. S. Peterson,!
added pleasure and smartness of appearance that
ter-in-law, harassed by business difperature. Barometer this morning
Burd<>lle 6trout> Mlsa garah j
comes through color harmony.
, Acuities, household perplexities and
29.86 and rising; 8 o'clock tempera , Linnell, Miss Frances Collette and
made of
Gregory’s “ensemble style service” is yours for the
the endeavor to shine in club work.
ture 32.
George Ryan.
It
brought
forth
many
emotions,
and
asking. We have arranged typical ensembles of
Mi&s Bushnell's acting was brilliant. (
Suit, Hat, Shirt, Tie and Hose so that you can judge
Presque Isle has Joined the list of
The April meeting of the Knox.
Absolutely WON’T ride up—hugs to
Peggy Wishman, a young society
Maine towns which have become Lincoln and Sagadahoc Council of the I
them at a glance, as a basis for your own selections.
woman, was stylish and graceful, and i
the figure, and fits just like a "second
converted to tbe city manager plan. American Legion is to be held ai;
The colors shown arc those in harmony with Spring
displayed considerable skill in acting I
skin!" Eliminates stocking runs—
Friendship—not Cashing as Uie
clothing colors.
despite the fact that she is a new- |
Mi:- EstuUc Hail is substituting ln Council had previously announced.
washes beautifully. The fine Lastex
comer in theatrical circles. Vada
lhe sub-primary school. Tyler build WilUams-Brasler Post of Thomaston
See them in our South Window this week.
Clukey
impersonating
a
young
and
threads are woven in two directions,
ing for Mrs. Phyllis Leach, whe is ’ will do the entertaining, and Alfred
These complete ensembles are priced at the popular
flighty matron was delightful. Thc
heme bt cause of illness.
so that it stretches UP and DOWN as
H. Morton will be in charge.
prices—
costuming of Miss Bushnell, Mrs.
well as AROUND!
A delightful program is being j Rehearsals indicate that the min
$21.90, $22-40, $23.90, $26.40
Wishman and Miss Clukey was most
planned for the meeting of Golden ] strel show to be put on by High School
attractive.
In our North Window you will see the new smart
Red Chapter tomorrow night The students March 31, will be one of th?
Grace Rollins as a colored maid,
With firm batiste in the front panel,
Topcoats
beautifully
tailored
and
trimmed
—
usual supper will precede the session. most delightful entertainments ever
was one of the high lights, her bust
opened part way down the left side,
$10.00, $15.00, $18.00, $25.00
lings, scoldings and delicious accent
The flve-masted schooner, which offered by the student body. The first
and boned at abdomen for special con
For the Ladies we are selling Genuine Holeproof
earning a big hand. Frank Tibbetts
passed up the bay at the weekend, half will be a real old-time minstrel
and
Dr.
Rupert
Stratton
as
old
men,
trol to slightly heavier figures. The
Silk Hose, 79 cents.
as noted ln our Tuesday issue. Was show, with six end men, eight front
pals of "Minick” made much of
line men and a chorus of 25 youths
back
panel is entirely of YOUTH
the Edna Hoyt, and she had a cargo
small parts, as did Edward Veazie.
The second half will be a radio skit
of coal for Searsport.
LASTIC, where the two-way stretch
Robert Gardner and Isabelle Kirk
participated ln by both boys and girls,
patrick. Charles Hewett gave an
is all-important. Weighs practically
and
will
feature
tap,
eccentric
ar.d
Francis K. Orne has been added to
[excellent portrayal of Fred Minick.
the cast of “A Friend of the Family,” other novelty dances, waltz spe;ialnothing—and is the most comfort
the son, tom between love and duty
a delightful comedy which is being ties, songs, etc. The costuming is to
able
garment you ever had on your
toward
both
wife
and
father.
staged by Atwood Levensaler, at the be unusually attractive. Miss Ade
The
club
meeting
furnished
one
body!
Congregational vestry next Wednes laide E. Cross is coaching, which
of the highlights of the evening, with
guarantees a production of the high
day evening.
"Is that the Are station?’ asked a j
DOWN IN VIRGINNY
Evelyn Peaslee scoring in the part of
est order. Mark March 31 as a red voice on the phone.
a very learned and high brow maid
At 12.15 Tuesday afternoon Stan letter date on your calendar and at
“It is. " replied the man on duty.
Everybody Willing To Work en lady; as did Hazel Marshall as
ley Walsh was notified that his lost tend the show. The proceeds will go
''Well,' said the voice, “I have just
Is Employed In Eagle Rock Mrs Lippincott whose knowledge of
watch had been found and he has into school projects.
had a new rock garden built and I've
parliamentary law knew no bounds.
plenty to say about efficiency of The
Writes T. E. McNamara Blanche Morton and Beatrice Welch
put in some new plants—"
County
Commissioner
Foy
W.
Courier-Gazette's lost "ads.” The
“Where's the fire?"
handled small parts cleverly. This
paper had been on the street, less Brown ot North Haven is a very busy
Eagle Rock. Va., March 17.
“Some of these new plants are very
scene, with its delicious comedy, kept
than an hour when the recovery ol man during the boat building sea expensive and—”
Editor of The Courier-Gazette:—
son, and when there is a lull he casts
the audience in laughter.
the watch was reported.
"Look here.' interrupted the fire
I am writing you to let you know ( The stage setting was most attrac
about for something to occupy his
man again, "what you want is the
Ore of Boston's largest dress manufacturers had an insurance adjustment on water damage These
The American Legion Auxiliary has spare time. In Boston recently he
that I am enjoying my annual va tive. The furnishings were from the
florist's."
Printed and Plain Sheer and Rough Crepe Silks arc rpgularly sold for $1 50 to $2 00 per yard.
a public supper at Legion hall Satur saw many evidences that the Hub
“No, I don't,” said the voice, "Let cation. but that I always have time ' Stonington Furniture Company and
day from 5 to 7, as a part of past is just as bughouse over jigsaw
the lamps from the Central Maine
me explain. My neighbor's house Ls to think of my friends.
president Farley activities. The pro pusles as any other community, and
| Power Company.
on fire and I don't want you clumsy
Eagle Rock is the only place I know Mrs. Rollins, who not only had a
ceeds will be used for the benefit of he passed and repassed a window
firemen treading over my garden of that has the unemployment probex-service women, each year the loccl where jigsaws were being displayed
i role in the play, but as president of
when you come here, that’s all."
Auxiliary sending a donation to the until he could stand the strain no
lem licked. There are no unem the Women's Society acted as gen
/•State for this purpose. The work is longer. So when he returned to the Answers.
eral manager, carried a heavy bur
ployed here, who will work.
- ■
\
SEN I ER CRANE COMPANY .
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noteworthy in all respecTk. Mrs. Ann island there was a saw in his grip,
den,
and worked untiringly for the
There is a lot of road building
. BORN
Alden will be chairman of the supper and he bums midnight oil until he DAY—At Palermo. March 16. to Mr and
-uccess. She was aided by these com
Mrs Earl Day (Abbie Bagley), a daugh centered around here. There are mittees: Ushers, Misses Ruth Davie
has converted a sheet of whiteboard
ceived from Mi&s Thomas, who has heme last week after being under
ter.
CAMDEN
At the meeting of Miriam Rebekah into a new picture puzzle. He has
________ several contractors' crews building E;can<>r Tibbetts, Bertha Knight.
been at the head of the music depart tieatment at Fairfield this winter.
REYNOLDS — At
North Waldoboro.
Lodge Tuesday night the degrees manufactured seven thus far, the
March a* son *E»r?nw^ter ^eorge
a'x>u^ 20 miles of first class highway Dorothy Dimick, Dorothy Vose and
nolds. —At Winslow's' Mins. March l>stween
Tuesday evening the members of ment for some years. It was suggert- She appears to be much improved in
Fincastle and
Clifton Evelyn Morse; financial manager.
were conferred upon Neil Karl by a largest containing nearly 800 pieces. JACKSON
Winslow's
‘
Camden
Commandery, K.T., enjoyed cd that they give a short concert frem health.
staff of past noble grands. The card And the family and neighbors burn
14. to Mr and Mrs. Raymond Jackson Forge, through Eagle Rock, where Miss Ellen J. Cochran; properties, ]
Merle V. Greene of Lynbrook. N
WCSH over the air at an early dat •
of Waldoboro, a son. Roderic William
a
get-together
at
the
asylum.
Supper
party in the afternoon under the di- 1 more mldnlght oll puttlng lhem
ROGERS—At Rockland. March 19. to Mr mest ot the work centers on account Mrs. F. A. Tirrell, Jr. and Mrs. Arthur was served at 6.30 and following this in order that radio fans throu£iout Y„ who was called here by the illness
and Mrs Gilbert Rogers, a daughter. of the mountains. The road must be F. Lamb; checking tickets, A. L.
recUon of Mrs. J. C. Cunningham #lhw There u probab;y no Uuth
Oscar H. Emery of Bar Harbor gave a the State and New England may know and death of his father, Capt. E. A.
brought out five tables, and honors m lhe report that
u nQW
I made inside of the railroad, and in Briggs. Ralph L. Smith and Charles I
MARRIED
talk on hls recent trip to Washington. the splendid work being done in thc Greene, returned Sunday. He was
were won by Mrs. Mary Jordan, Mrs
fami]y cooking.
May , some places cuts are 60 to 80 ft. high. T. Smalley; taking tickets, John
ORCUTT-CALDER—At Rockland
accompanied by his mother who for
Mrs. Hannah Whitemore is a medi Saco schooli ln the line of music.
John Thompson. Altena Thompson,
____________
one cut at Eagle Rock 4000 feet Black and E. E. Stoddard. Miss Ru.h
thc present will make her home with
cal patient at Camden Community
Mrs. Nellie Achorn and Mrs. Flora
tady ^<>01.^^ from
both of Rockland.
long, 361,156 cubic yards of ledge arc Pii!«burv ac‘ed as DromDter
Just received, wool skirts, Spring him.
morris-plumer—At Portland. March . “ . .............
... _
.
\ «*LDury ac.ea as prompter.
Hospital.
Pest. Thc supper chairman was Mrs Brcoklyni spending 0,^ statical
19. by Rev j Reid Howse, Robert c. being cut cut. About one and oneCandy was sold between acts.
Funeral services for the late Capt.
This Thursday evening, at Megun Styles in the wanted colors. Button
Plum'er.Oformer'iynofa Union.M
Lhalf mlles north another cut about under the direction of the church
Helen Paladino.
year exploring western Canada.
ticook Grange hall, “Uncle Robert' trimmed with pocket. Sizes 26 to 32. E. Allen Greene took place at the
,: topped at a small and old-fashioned vannah-leonard — At Tenant's Har-1 one mil? long is being made candy committee, with Mrs. J. A will be presented by th» Mcguntieook Sale price 79 cents each. Vesper A home Friday afternoon, Rev. Frank A
Mrs. Clara Pendleton, lormcrly of I
Gevirge^annah'of winsiow ^MinTand' tllrough a softer rock known as ja3les0n acting as chairman.
hotel in Alberta recently
Leach. 368 Main street.—adv. 35-lt Junkies officiating. Many friendi
Players.
Vinalhaven, who has been making her
Mias Louise Leonard of Bt George.
shale. This cut in places is 60 or 70
A„ expre£sion of appreciation ls
One of the pair was inclined to be
and neighbors attended and MarineI^ast evening Maiden Cliff Rebekah
heme for several years with Mr, and
worrisome when traveling and she
DIED
j ^ect
cn the sl<k of the moun" made to the Stonington Furniture ledge entertained Mystic Lodge of
Lodge, F <VA.M. was there in a b ;dy
DEER
ISLE
Mrs. F. M. Beggs, Main street, was | couldn't rest until she had made a
Pendleton—At Rockiand. March 21., tain.
Company and the Central Maine Warren and Bethel Lodge of Union.; Mrs Vabcl
of Wwt The floral tributes were profuse and
suddenly stricken Tuesday afternoon 1
aged 64 years. 4 months. Funeral i A new bridge has been built across pgWer Company, also to Ellis Watts Supper was served at 6.30. In the | stcntngton was guc:l Sunday of her beautiful.
of the corridors to hunt out exits
MM
Interment was at Mt
in the Baptist vestry, where she had j tcur
J
Thursday at 12Buri.Mn vmaThaven the James r,ver hcre' 11 u 559 feet for wiring, to Chisholm's store for
in case of fire. The first door she
Crozier parlors. Burial in vinainaven.:
— ’
evening thc degrees were exemplified 1 parents Mr. and Mrs. George M. Adams.
been attending a meeting of Kalloch ‘
j opened, unfortunately, turned out to sprague — At Rockiand. March 23. | long and 24 feet wide, with 11 spans. aii3Wing checking space for two by the degree team of Bethel Lodge,
George L. Beck was in Ellswor‘h
Class. She left the room, presum
Charles Pletcher Sprague, aged 69 Its roadbed is 45 feet above the
' Dodge.
be that of the public bath, occupied
Wednesday
of last week on a busi
years.
9
months.
22
days.
i
days,
and
the
High
School
Orchestra
!
The
Camden
W.C.T.U.
has
secured
ably cn an errand, and was found on
Rev. Newell Whitman of West Ston
by an elderly gentleman taking a SIMMONS—At Camden. March 22. Lizzie ' water. It is of deck truss construe- wbjCb furnished delightful music the services of Rev. Frederick W.
ness trip. He was accompanied as far
the stairs by thc janitor Ralph P. ;
E . widow of Randall Simmons, aged '
] shower.
the play and between acts Smith of Waterville, superintendent ington visited the Sunset church at u: Bluehill by Karlotta Knowlton,
80 years. 4 months. 20 days. Funeral tion, has a Y approach on each end
Stickney. Dr. Frohock was sum- ! ’
the Sunday morning siyvicc and gave
Friday at 2 o'clock from Good's Fu to take care of travel from north. Als0 t0 all others wh0 alded in the
“Oh, excuse me!" the lady stamof the Christian Civic League of an interesting talk to thc young peo - who spent the day with Mrs. Benja
neral Home. Burial In West Rock
moned. but she was found to be oeport.
south, east and west. The cost ol ultimate success,
mered, flustered. “I'm looking for
min C Smith. Mrs. Smith is a patient
Ms ine, who will speak on the prohibi pic.
yond human assistance.
— At Soldiers' Home.
____
j the fire escape.” Then she ran for it. BATCHELDER
at a hospital there, nursing a broken
Togus. March 22. Laforest Batchelder, thc bridge was about $60,000. About
tion question Monday evening at 7.30,
Joseph V. Oray. who has been qui‘e
Mrs. Allie Blackington and Mrs. j To her dwmay, she hadn't got far
native of Camden. Burial In Camden 20 carloads of cement were used, j
hip. Friends are pleased to know that
at
the
Chestnut
Street
Baptls;
ATLANTIC
VOSE—At Waldoboro. March 20. George Among the machines used were six!
ill with rheumatism is much im
thcugh her illness is a tedious ai.J
Susie Karl were housekeepers for the a!on®
corridor when she heard a
Vose. a veteran of the Civil War. aged
------Church. The public is cordially in- proved.
88 years. 3 months. 12 days. Funeral steam shovels from one to two and
protracted
one, she is meeting the
supper preceding the meeting of Ruth
behind her and. looking around.
Mrs.
Leland
Trask,
Mrs.
Roscoe
vited.
Following
the
address,
Mr.
Friday at 1 o'clock from the residence.
Mrs. Cora L. Torrey is visiting Mr:.
Interment ln Comery cemetery. Kind onc-half yards capacity, four cater Jotte and Mrs. Elden Colbeth spent Smith will answer any questions.
situation in her usual philosophical
Mayhew Tent Monday. New drill raw the gentleman, wearing only a
ly omit flowers.
Nora Haskell In Camden.
way and making as rapid a recovery
The Lend-A-Hand Club of thc
work was undertaken, under the guid towel, running after her. "Where’s SCOFIELD—At 8outh Waldoboro, March pillar tractors of ten tens capacity, Wednesday afternoon last week with
Mrs. Julia E. Lufkin has been guest
18.
Jennie
E
.
widow
of
Granville
H
eight
air
compressors,
14
jackhamer
Qie
fire?"
he
hollered.
—
Washington
as possible under the circumstances.
Mrs.
Madeline
Webbel.
Methodist
Church
will
serve
a
public
ance of Mrs. Irene Winslow. Plans
Scofield, aged 61 years.
of her daughter, Mrs. H. H. Samp, on
Herman Staples presented the supper Saturday from 5.30 to 7.
were discussed for charter member Labor.
BENNER—At South Waldoboro, March drills, one well drill, 32 trucks from
in Bridgton recently.
14. Mary E. wife of Herbert Benner, two and one-half to four tons ca church with three cords of wood. A Tickets, 25 cents.
Cld Man Prosperity must be an
night which will take place in April.
aged CO years.
Miss Marjorie Thompson returned amnesia victim —Chattanooga News.
Punch thinks that if it is true that
pacity,
and
other
contrivances
too
chopping
bee
was
held
on
his
woodThe
Auxiliary
to
the
Sons
of
Union
Mrs. Winslow and Mrs. Belle Bowley
IN MF.MORIAM
numerous to mention here. They lot Monday and ln a short time thc Veterans will hold Its regular met-twere appointed housekeepers foi the architecture is frozen music, a lot of
In loving memory of Charles E Ath
those
buildings
we
see
around
must
erton,
who
passed
away March 23. 1932 employ about 3C0 men, nearly all wood was readg»to be hauled to the ing Friday night at 7.30. The sewing
supper of April 3. Mrs. Susie Karl
What would 1 give to claap hls hand.
local help.
church.
extended an invitation to the mem be frost-bitten finger exercises.
circle will meet in the afternoon at
Hls happy face to see.
To hear hls voice and see hls smile
On the other end of the town the Mrs, Lina Joyce entertained Mr. 2 o'clock.
bers to meet at her home Monday I
That meant so much to me.
++++4-+++++4-++-F+++++-H-+++*
State is working a convict crew of and Mrs. William Van Hom at dinner
Sunshine passes, shadows fall.
Mr. and Mrs. Oscar H. Emery of
afternoon for sewing and picnic sup
Love's remembrance outlives all.
120 men. and have all modern equip and bridge Tuesday of last week.
Bar Harbor were recent guests of Mrs.
per..
And though the years be many or few
They are tilled with memories dear
ment, but the hauling is dene by
In spite of thc cold weather several Emery's sister, Miss M. E. Bartlett.
of you.
Just received, wool skirts, Spring
Personal, Student and Monarch Size Stationery of excellent white
mule teams. Last night on our way women have already started their
The following clipped from an arti
Hls wife, Gena Atherton.
ripple or plain bond paper, printed on top center of paper and on
Styles in the wanted colors. Button
home we passed the convict camp as spring cleaning.
cle in the Biddeford Journal will b?
CARD OF THANKS
' , ,
,
'
.
..
,
flap of envelopes. Copy for name and address on envelopes and
trimmed with pocket. Sizes 26 to 32.
Friends of Mrs. Seth Stockbridge of interest to the friends of Miss Ruth
We wish to thank our many friends their guards were housing them for
and relatives and thc M. E. Church for the night. As the prisoners file into are sorry to hear of her recent 111paper must be exactly the same.
Sale price 79 cents each. Vesper A.
Thcmas, daughter of Mr. and Mrs
the beautiful flowers sent us; also for
the cars offered during our bereavement. the bunkhouss each ls fastened to nccs and hope she will soon recover Frank H. Thcmas of Camden. An
Printed in black or blue ink. Not over three lines. Note size 6x7.
Leach, 366 Main street—adv.
35-lt
Mr. and Mrs. Frank K. Gardner, Jr..
?SMART and SHAPELY? George
ideal for women's use; 200 single (or 100 double sheets) and 100
Gardner, Mrs. Rose L. Mason. * a chain for safe keeping. They are her usual health and joyous spirit ' innovation this year at the inaugura
Tel. 242-R for Kay-Dtps. assorted
envelopes to match $1 00. Student's size 5Sx8'-i, 150 sheets and 100
In a fall due to the slippery roadj tion of John D. Fernald, Democrat,
at
all
times
under
an
armed
guard.
CARD OF THANKS
Our new process restores even
chocolates made at home by Kathleen
envelopes to match, $1.00
Wednesday of last week. Marion Var. as mayor of Saco, was the musical
We wish to express our appreciation
T. E. McNamara.
tbe most soiled bats to the
4. ] for the many kindneiues shown our
O'Hara. 39c lb. Free city delivery,.
Monarch size, a man's size for personal or business use, 150 sheets
freshness and shapeliness of $ [ family during the recent Illness of our
Hom sprained her ankle badly.
program
cf
the
Bums
School
orches

34"35 ’
4, wife and mother: especially those of th,
their youth.
7lixlOl2 and 100 envelopes 3%x7,a plain white bond paper only, $1 50
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Leland
Trask
enter

A
sale
of
moTe
than
passing
Inter

tra
of
60
pieces
and
the
glee
club
of
4. staff of Knox Hospital.
Raised letter printing on paper only, each size 75c extra.
NOTICE
4> I George Green. Mrs. Charles Emery. est is that opening Saturday in thc tained Mr. and Mrs. Donald Joyce at 200 members. During the inaugura
FELT HATS
The annual meeting of the Incorpora
Mrs. Richard Hodsdon. Mrs. Scott Kit
Write name and address plainly, print lf possible. Remit with
former Cutler-Cook store, comer of bridge Saturday evening.
tion numbers were given by thc musi
tors of Rocklnnd Community Chest,
tredge.
Cleaned and
Inc., will be held ut 7.30 p. m. on Mon
order, please, either by check or money order. Postage 10c extra.
Many of the women here were in cal organizations under the direction
Main and Elm streets, when the Leon
Blocked ......................... 50c
day. March 27. at the Chamber of Com
CARD OF THANKS
merce rooms. 447 Main street. Rockland
vited
to
attend
the
Ladies
’
Aid
last
J.
White
jewelry
stock
will
be
sold
at
of
Miss
Ruth
Thomas,
director
of
We wish to thank all. who were fo
for the purpose of receiving reports and
PHILIP SULIDES
kind during the critical elllness of our spectacularly low prices by G. W. Friday at the home of Mrs. Everett music in the public schools in Saco.
transacting such other business as may
daughter
Olive: especially Mrs Eugene
properly conic before the meeting.
:MAIN STREET.
ROCKLAND
ROCKLAND, MAINE
Rackliff and Dr Gross for their kind and Palmer <fe Son and C. E. Morse who Gross at Old Harbor. A delightful The numbers were admirably rend
LENORE W. BENNER
jT
faithful attendance.
Secretary.
♦
dbin-tl
bought
the
bankrupt
stock.
—
adv.
♦
afternoon
was
enjoyed.
ered
showing
the
careful
training
re*
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Ralph
E.
Cline.
Rockland, Me., March 20, 1933.
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Suits for Spring
—and you'll find them
at Senter Crane's

$750 to

$25°°

SPRINGTIME!

Let Your Easter Outfit Be Planned
Not Merely Purchased ....

New lines with a New Corset!

LE GANT

Youthlastic! \

Gregory’s

$4,00 pair

Special Purchase — Silks
On Sale

Saturday

Distinctive Stationery

$

FOR MEN AND WOMEN
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Hanvey (net look for look. And
she. searching the moonlike face for
a vestige of reassurance, sow noth
ing but grim honesty.
“Then." she gasped, "you think
Ijirry killed him?"
“I can't say that Miss Peyton,"

MAY DAY
MYSTERY.

JAe

V 4 at 6n«

Octavus Roq Cohere

Tony flid not evnde. Her answer 1
came in a firm. cool voice:
"I was Pat Thayer's wife!"
Jim blinked aud fumbled for hls
toothpick. There was ao audible
gasp from John Reagan. And then,
as they listened in stupefied silence,
Tony told—in a level, emotionless
tone—of how she had happened to
marry Pat Thayer and of what had
occurred since that time. When she
finished she sented herself, limp
and frightened. Suppose she bnd
done the wrong thing? Suppose . . .
her eyes quested hungrily for Jim
Hanvey. He seemed so comfort
ably friendly. There was something
in his stolid calmness which com
pelled one to avoid evasion.
One gathered that he instinctively
knew truth from falsehood; that he
respected the former and despised
the latter. The girl took a deep
breath. Her brain told her that she
had erred; Instinct said that she
had done the best thing.
“And so you see." she said, after ,
n long pause. “I had to protect Ivy.
1 knew Pat Thayer was married—
but she didn’t."
“1 see. . . . And. of course, you
were uot Jealous, were you?"
"Of him?” She gave a short, bit
ter laugh. “He Is dead now—and
this may not sound well: but I
despised him.”
“That explains a good deal. . . .“
It was as though Hanvey was talk
ing to himself. "Of course, no one
could he expected to guess that you
were Thayer's wife. And nobody
else knew It, did they, Miss Pey
ton r
“No. . .
The color flooded her
cheeks.
“You mean: Not then?" prompt
ed Hanvey.
Reagan's head Jerked up sharp
ly. He saw the girl start with sur
prise. He saw her cheeks blanch.
Then he looked curiously at Han
vey. The big man seemed totally
disinterested. He was gazing fond
ly at the gleaming toothpick—ap
parently unmindful of the vital
question he had asked. Reagan had
Just concluded that Jim didn’t even
know whnt he had stumbled upon
when Hanvey repeated hls question
In a quiet, conversational tone:
"Even Ijirry Welch didn't know
then that you were Thayer's wife,
did her
And now Tony Peyton was defi
antly on guard. Her tiny fists were
clenched and she was sitting for
ward tensely.
“No,” she said sharply. “He
didn't know.”
“But," suggested Jim, “you told
him a few minutes later, didn't
yon?"
“Who says I didr
“Gosh I Miss Peyton—I didn’t
say anybody said so. 1 was Just
asking; that's all. And please don't
get all worked up. You'd think I
was trying to trap you. I ain't;
honest, I ain’t."
“But you said—"
“I just suggested that you went
straight to Larry Welch and told
him the truth. Ain't that a fact?"
“I think I’d rather not discuss It
any more. Mr. Hanvey. I'm afraid
I've already said entirely too much."
Jim didn't argue. He rose pon
derously and bowed with a queer
courtliness.
"That’s all right. Miss Peyton. 1
promised you I wouldn’t try any
police tricks on you. and I won't
I'm trying to help, not hurt, and I
can't help unless I get the truth.
But I ain't advising you to tell me
a thing you don't want So me and
Mr. Reagan will say much obliged
—nnd good night."
He moved toward the door. Rea
gan, inwardly seething at Hanvey's
stupidity, followed reluctantly.
As Jim opened the door, the girl
spoke.
"Wait. Please.”
“Yes, Miss?"
She faced them bravely. “I sup
pose I'm a fool." she said. “But 1
believe I can trust you. If you don't
mind staying a little longer. I'll be
glad to tell you the whole truth.”
Even yet Hanvey did not press
bis advantage. Iteagan was fighting
to restrain his own Impatience—and
meeting with little success. Here
was the big chance; an opportunity
to gather Important facts from a
woman who had been locked up for
two days and was willing to talk.
But Reagan was a good sport. If
bc didn't understand Hanvey's slow,
friendly, ponderous methods, he
could at least follow them since he
blmsclf had offered the case to the
fat man.
They seateu themselves once
more and Tony spoke In a nrittle
voice.
"What is it Hrst. Mr. Hanvey?"
-\Ve-e-cll. suppose we start with

your visit to Larry Welch. What
did he say when you told him yon
were married to Thayer? Was he
sore?”
“No-o. 1 wouldn't sa.v that exact
ly? The thing seemed to shock
him."

"Did he say anything about see
ing Thayer?”
"Yes. He wanted to go right over,
but I begged him not to."
L □Vhy?"

Every-Oiher-Day
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“Because 1 wanted to see Pat
first.”
"For what reason. Miss Peyton?"
"Because . . . well, there's an
other detail we left out Larry was
quite determined that Pat should
not go with Ivy any more. 1 had a
right to seal his lips about my mar
riage to Pat. but I had no right to I
say that he shouldn't keep him from
going with Ivy. So I asked him not
to go over until I had seen Pat my
self."
"Why?”
She met Jim s kindly eyes levelly.
“I was afraid.”
"Of what?"
"A fight Pat Thayer was a big
man. Larry is perhaps more pow
erful. So far as I know. Mr. Thayer
was not a coward, and no man can
very well permit another to order
him away from a girl without—
well, without resenting It"
“1 see. ... And why were you
afraid of a fight?”
“Because of the scandal." she an
swered promptly. "Larry is an In
structor here. He is about to earn
his Master's degree. It wouldn't
hare been nice. . . ."
"You weren't afraid of any seri
ous results—that Is. physical re
sults?"
“No. Of course my sympathies
were all with I .a rrv, and I knew he
could handle Mr. Thayer."
Jim focused his eyes on the tooth
pick. “You are in love with Larry
Welch r
Her cheek grew white, but sh«
did not evade.
"Yes."
"Does he know it?"

1

;
I

i

I
!

he amended gently. "1 do believe
that he lied when he said Thayer
was alive when he left And now I
know why."
"Why. then?"
'To shield you. He had lust
learned your secret. He knew—
probably—thut you had been Io see
Thayer. And if he didn't kill
Thayer, then he fouud the body
when he got there and thought you
had done IL It's a situation ns
old as romance. Rut at any nite,
it was a pretty fine thing fot nim
to do. because hy bis own admls
sion Thayer was alive while be
was there, which makes It certnln
tliat he must have done the killing."
“I.arry didn't do it, Mr. Ilanvey
I feel thaL"
“So do L But if he didn't—who
did?"
She shook her head. "1 don't

VINALHAVEN

i toasTaul aud Gate
“I was so tired and cross with the children, I
didn't want anyone to corr.o around me. Every
month.1 suffered terribly so that I couldn't do
my work. After taking two bottles of your
medicine I feel as I had been lxirn again. I am
strong and jolly and like to have company."
MRS. B. B. NYE
1319 S. Kentucky, Sedalia,

Mo.

Try this medicine yourself. Find out why
half a million women say, “It helps tne.”
Liquid or tablet form. At all drug stores.

Lydia E. Pinkham’s Vegetable Compound
WARREN

TENANT’S HARBOR

1
j

Lily Anderson entertained the Two
O'clock Club Tuesday night at her
home.
Mrs. Margaret Birnie entertained
the Star Club Wednesday night.
The senior cabaret comes March
31. The cast for the first play, “All
On a Summer's Day," Includes Gladys
(Althea Small) and Dorette (Jose
phine Sanborn), debutantes at the
summer resort; Miss Parker (Audrey
Ames), a suffragette; Miss Thimble
(Grace Robinson), a bridge fiend;
Mrs. Reed (Ellen Georgeson), a lady:
Mrs. Lane (Erdine Calderwood), the
bride; Mr. Lane (Wendell Coombs),
the groom; Tom (Walter Lyford?,
Dorette's fiance; (Bob Doyle (Wil
liam Clayter). a friend of Tom's;
Raffaty (Clyde Bickford), a plain
clothes man. The scene ls a hotel
piazza during a hot afternoon. This
play will be followed by other special
ties.
Mrs. A. M. Cassie entertained the
Buddies Wednesday evening.
Mrs Clinton Teele was hostess to
a bridge party Monday night at her
home.
The many friends of Edward W.
Dyer of 730 East 89th street, Los An
geles, will be pleased to know that he
and his lamily are safe, although
they had a bad shaking up during the
earthquake. The message was re
ceived by Mr. Dyer’s mother, Mrs.
Nellie S. Allen.
• • • •
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Mrs. Janies Felt of Thomastoil
Gilbert Auld and Jonn Reid mo
visited Mrs. Iva McKellar Sunday
tored to Rockland Tuesday with Dr.
52
SI
50
Roy Spear of South Portland called Grccs.
know. ..."
Monday afternoon on relatives here.
"It wasn't Larry, you say."
The Scotch Quartet sang at tlie
54
53
Mr. and Mre. Arthur Sidelinger Piatt Memorial Church ln Rockland
"He couldn't do a thing like that
—even In a fight"
were guests Sunday of Mr. and Mrs Wednesday.
"It wasn't you."
Harlan Sidelinger at Damariscotta
VERTICAL (Cont.)
HORIZONTAL (Cont.)
HORIZONTAL
At Naomi Chapter Friday after the
"Is that—Is that a question, Mr.
17- Seience
44-A fowl
Percy Moore and family are rc v regular meeting the Bears beat the
1-Venture
Hanvey—or a statement?"
18- Lair
46-Fatigue
4-Wander
occupying thc Lester Dolham house
Tigers 2 tc 0 at baseball, making two
20-A land measure (pl.)
The big mnn smiled slightly. "1
7- Alcoholie beverage 48- Day of the week
Miss
Grace
Lawrence,
R.
N.
w'ic straight games for the Bears.
(abbr.)
i22-Yawned
8- Scotch river
don’t know. Do you?"
spent last week here in her official
24- Permlt
49- Crooked
1O-Expire
'•I didn't kill him."
Mr. and Mrs William ltnlach and
25- Before
50- Deep hole
12- Debark
Hanvey rose and shook hts head i capacity, went Monday to Richmond Mr. and Mrs. Alfred Hocking motored
51- Seed covering
27- Electrically charged
13- Peek
“This ain't any cinch. Miss Peyton
Miss Evelyn Sutherland, State field tQ Waterville Sunday and called on
atom
152-Assiat
14- Unlts
If I'm to believe what I hear; you ! supervisor of the Department cl
ccok at Elm Hospital. They
28- The sheltered tide
j53-Feet of a dog
16- Large monkey
didn't kill him and neit hei did Health spent a few days last week foun(j
I
31-Bullet
54-Chief actor
17- Ventilated
quite comfortable.
Iairry Welch. It almost looks like
32-Speck
19- Epoch
) here.
Tnere
will
be
a
social
for
Odd
Felif I carry the investigation far
,33-Brande
VERTICAL
20- A metric land
Mrs. Clara E. Pendleton
Mrs.
Loring
Orff
of
Thomaston
was
!<ws
and
Rebekahs
M^h
2
g.
with
34- Waatea
enough I’ll find out he ain’t dead.
measure
Sunday of her mother Mr... musical program and refreshments.
35- A vehicle
News of the sudden death ot Mrs.
1- Eat
21- Support
Suddenly he started forward:
36- Dlspatched
2- Conjunction
23-Chooaes
"I'm sorry. Miss Peyton. I didn't Elizabeth Leach at the home of Mrs. These not solicited take sandwiches. Clara E. Pendleton, which occurred
40- Part of the mouth
3- Currents
26-Slow persons
mean to crack Rny hum Jokes. Hon Prances Vinal. Sunday evening ??William Gillis was a Rockland visit Tuesday ln Rockland, came as a shock
41- Drop
4- Reaiats authority
29- Make a mistake
est. I didn’t I'm lust a d—d blun corrpxnled by Mr. Orff they visited
to this community. She was the
43- To low, at a cow
or Wednesday.
5- Bustle
30- American poet
dering Jackass."
relatives at South Union.
44- Anyone inheriting
' 6-Pronoun
31- Horaes
The sewing circle of Seaside Bap- widow of Ebridge Pendleton, and
Out in the courtyard of the Jail,
from a deceased
7-Chasm
34-Landscapes
Mr. and Mrs. Edwin Copsland o.
Church meets Tuesday with a pic- daughter of the late Capt. William S
John Reagan turned admiringly to
person
9-Part of the head
37- A drunkard
Bath
were
guests
Sunday
of
Mr
an
J
and
Mercy
iDelano)
Lane.
Deceased
nic supper.
his companion.
45- Finsl
11- Ever (Poet.)
38- A tablet
Mrs.
Albert
Peabody.
The Sunday School at Seaside Bap- wa-s born in Vinalhaven. where most
"I'll hand It to you. Jim: you’re
47-Greek letter
39- Aged
12- Cripple
j49-Cry of a sheep
15-Dipa
42-More docile
a marveL But how in h—I do you
Mr. and Mrs. Ray Rcbinson re- Ust church is making plans for an of her life had been spent, and where
do It?”
j turned Mcnday to South Paris aft
she leaves many friends. Mrs. Pen
Easter concert.
(Solution to Previous Puzzle)
“Oh! I dunno. John. Shooting spending a few days here with Mr.
Mrs. Harriett Wheeler was reported dleton was a member of Union
square with 'em, maybe. And may- . and Mrs. Mansfield Robinson.
ORFF’S CORNER
Church. She ls survived by one sister.
Ul but is much better.
tie It’s because they look me over
Hugh Blodgett of Westfield, N J .
Mrs. Nancy Watts returned Iron’ Mrs. Cora Carlon of Boston, and one
and decide I'm so dam' stupid I
A son, Roderic William, was born
wouldn't understand a lie If I heard called here by the death of hls sister- Knox Hospital Sunday. Eleanor brother, Oscar C. Lane of this town; March 14 to Mr. and Mrs Raymond
in-law
Mus
Helen
Robinson,
was
also several nieces and nephews.
one."
Coclbroth is with her.
Jackson Mrs. Jackson and child are
• • • •
overnight guest of his father Benja
"Hmm. . . . And now?”
Mrs. Leland Hocking of Rockport
being cared for at the home of Mn
"What do yon think. John; Welch min Blodgett at Bucksport Sunday was weekend guest of her mother.
“Seven Ages of Woman"
E. S. Lally In Winslows' Mills.
or Miss Peyton?"
before returning to New Jersey Mon
“Yes."
Marguerite Chapter, O.ES., held
Archilus Smalley who has been ill
Maurice Leonard rf St. Oeo'go lias
"Neither.
”
snapped
Reagan.
Tt
day.
“How long has he known It?"
its regular meeting Monday evening.
is able to be out.
returned after a week's visit with
"I think be has known It for s was Max Vernon. Just like- I said
At the next meeting of the Sons of
Lincoln Monaghan was weekend After the ceremonies an enjoyable Raipii Jackson.
long time, but I didn't put it Intc at first It happened this way and 1 Union Veterans Auxiliary, March 28
program was presented by the com
guest
of his parents.
I
’
ll
bet
a
nickel
on
It:
Tony
Pey

Percy Ludwig and Alfred Jackscn
words until—until day before yes
Mre Ella Cunningham and Mrs. Alice
ton
went
there
Just
like
she
said.
mittee,
Hilma Webster. Beulah Drew. were weekend guests of Mr. and Mrs.
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Wesley
Comstcck
of
terday."
Cook will act as housekeepers. All Rockland were guests last week of Agnes Smalley. For the flrst part
“I see. . . . Day before yester Then Vernon went to Thayer's room
A. E. Earle ln Auburn.
“The Seven Ages of Woman." the
day Larry learned that a married and killed him—not meaning to kill those not solicited will furnish sweets their sister Mrs. Robert Wood.
Leon Achorn of Roxbury. Mass.,
him
when
he
went
In.
maybe,
hut
The
meeting
of
Ivy
Chapter
Circ'c
man was fooling with his kid sister.
Mrs. Mary Monaghan is guest of curtain opened showing the grand- who was called here by the death ot
doing
it
In
a
fight
Larry
Welch
planned Tuesday afternoon with Mrs. friends in Cambridge. Mass.
He learned that you could not mar
mother. Mrs. Mary Noyes, knitting. Mrs. Flora Achorn has returned.
AMERICAN CENTRAL INSL’RANCE CO.
of st. krais. Mo.
ry him because you were married gets there a little latei and finds tbe Grace Wyllie was postponed until
Fred Rompkey and family are in j while "Memories" was sung: second
body.
Thinks
Tony
did
It
Pulls
C. J. Achorn was a recent visitor ln
ASSETS DEC 31. 1932
to another man—the same man. He
April
18
because
of
the
heavy
rain.
scene,
children
playing
dolls,
Edith
Boston on a vacation.
Stocks and Bonds ................. 86.061.215 45
Portland.
learned of the petty blackmail the hero stuff. What do you think
Past Noble Grand Night will be
Ca-h In Office and Bank
Mrs. Helen Fish is seriously 111. Nickerson and Ruth Billings, song.
Mr and Mrs Harold Orff and Axents' Balances .................
which Thayer had practiced on yon. of that?"
observed by Mystic Rebekah lodge Mrs. Lizzie Coolbroth is caring for I "Lullaby Land;" third scene, school
"Sounds
reasonable,"
commented
Receivable --- --------It makes a rather damning lineup,
daughter Zelma spent Sunday in Bills
Interest and Rents ..........
Jim guardedly. “Anyhow, I reckon next Monday evening.
girls. Elizabeth Ross and Lucille Car- Union.
doesn't it. Miss Peyton?"
her.
All other Assets ----The subject of the Sunday morning
“Yes. And I've told it to you there ain't any objection to lettln
Mrs. Martha Long is confined to 'er- singing "Pals of the Little Red
Mrs. Lizzie Shuman of Winslow's Oross Assets ........................ 67.209.824 28
straight because I believe Larry is Welch and Miss Peyton out on sermon at the Congregational Church thc house by illness.
School;" fourth, college girls. Flavilla Mills spent Friday with Mrs. Ada El Deduct Items not admitted 189.268 25
bond,
ta
there?"
Innocent"
will be, "Love Incarnate Stands Su
Spring began the 20th but where Are>'. Dorothy Thomas and Hazel well.
Admitted
........................... 47.040 556 03
“None, whatever." agreed Reagan.
“I hope so. . . . Now would you
preme." Tne evening hour will be
LIABILITIES DEC 31, 1932
Dyer, singing “Betty Co-Ed;" fifth.
Edwin and Sidney Walter of Gar- Net Unpaid
mind telling me what happened He rubbed the palms of hls hands devoted to a lecture on "Human shall we look to find it? Old March
Losses ................. 8391,668 00
the engaged girl, Ida Llbby and Cur- diner visited their father. Sanford Unearned Premiums ............. 2.834,384 21
has certainly been cold.
when you went to see Thayer at together. T feel like we're getting
Failure
and
the
Need
of
New
Govern

All other Liabilities .............
846.547 44
somewhere
at
last."
tis
Webster,
song
“Let
Me
Call
You
waiter
Sunday
the fraternity house?"
Mr and Mrs. Calvin Smith and
Cash Capital ______________ 1.000.000 00
“So do I." grinned Jim Hanvey. ment"
Mr and Mre. Guy Bessey of Friend- Surplus over all Liabilities.... 1.967.956 38
“I went there with a definite ob
son Roger have been visiting her Sweetheart;" sixth, wedding party.
The selectmen announce that they mother Mrs char)& Vurphy
ject ln mind. Mr. Hanvey. A girl "The thing I am puzzled about is
bride Rita Oreenlaw, groom L. B. ship were Sunday guests of Mr. aDd Total Liabilities and Surplus 67.040.556 03
EDWARD W BERRY A COMPANY
will be at the rooms at 10 a. m. Satur
cannot visit a man's room tn a fra this: Where?"
Mrs. Mildred Smith is visiting Dyer; bridesmaid. Ruth Ross; best Mrs. Harry Creamer.
40 Broad Street
ternity house without starting all
day if pleasant, to pay all snow bills relatives in Augusta.
man.
Alex
Christie,
songs
"Bridal
Rockland Maine
(To Be Cortinuedi
Congratulations are extendedd to
35-TH-41
kinds of gossip. I told him that I
properly signed by the one in charge.
Mrs. Amelia Taylor who has been Chorus" and “I Love You Truly;” Mr. and |Mrs. George Vannah on
had done that so I would have no
If stormy they will be at the rooms guest for two weeks of her daugh seventh, the mother, Cora Peterson,
Northwestern Fire and Marine
their recent marriage Mrs. Vannaa
choice but to announce our mar
OCR JUNIOR PUZZLE ’ at 10 o'clock Monday.
riage. You see. I felt that I could
ter in Portland returned home Sat and children. Edith Nickerson, Ruth was Miss Louise Leonard, formerly of
Insurance Company
Mrs. Eliot Feyler who spent the
Billings; song. "Hold My Hands To- this place, where she has many friends
spike his guns that way."
urday.
Minneapolis, Minnesota
past few weeks tn Warren, called by
"For what?"
ASSETS DEC. 31. 1932
Mr Herrick of Camden was in J night." All In final tableau, song. who wish the young couple much hap
i the sudden death of her father Lester
“So that he'd have to drop Ivy
1 "At the Close of a Long. Long Day." piness.
Real Estate...........................
$.*71,572 8S
town Sunday on business.
Mortgage
Loans................
394,419.71
Welch—or else she would drop him.
j Dolham. returned Sunday to her
Those who sang were Blanche KitCollateral Loans...............
0
The
Happy
Workers'
4-H
Club
will
Ernest
Rawley
is
driving
a
new
car.
And that would make It unnecesStocks and Bonds ....
1.798.325.20
I home at West Somerville. Mass.
Frank Watts and his sister Mrs. i tredge. Lida Ames. Gertrude Sellars; meet at the home of the leader Mrs
Cash in (>flice and Bank. .
12ft.533.9M
sary for Larry to interfere."
Chester Wallace is driving a new
.Agents’ Balances................
132.809.Oft
Albert Elwell Saturday afternoon at
Nannie Wheeler have returned to reader, Hilma Webster.
“You were still afraid of what
Bills Receivable...................
42.550.33
1 Chevrolet truck.
This
number
was
followed
by
“
The
Interest
and
Rents
....
41.018.01
2
o'clock.
might happen between Larry and
their home in Cambridge. Mass.,
A1I other Assets....................
55,875.38
The
paster
of
the
Baptist
Church
Thayer?”
Although the day was very stormy
after caring for Wilbur Watts sev • Family Album." The pictures were
Gross Assets............... $2,863,104 52
will have for his Sunday morning
j
described
by
Mrs
Hilma
Webster:
Deduct
items
not
admitted
93.127.08
there were 16 ln attendance at the
"Yes—and I regretted having told
eral weeks in his last illness.
Admitted .................... 82 769.977.44
subject, "Neighbors' Youth." Bible
Larry. But things happened so fast
Mrs. Elizabeth Kalloch observed Mother- Mrs Arthur Gilford; father, Farm Bureau meeting at the com
LIABILITIES DEC. 31. 19(2
school will be at noon and Christian
and I had been under such a strain
her 88th birthday Saturday. She is Eugene Hall; twins. Ruth Billings munity house March 15 The subject
Net Unpaid Losses ....
$85,005.80
for so long a time. . . . I—I just
Endeavor at 6. Topic for the evening
t'ncarned Premiums . . .
575,361.14
and Edith Nickerson; Willie, Edward for the day was "Vegetables For
a
remarkably
spry
old
lady
and
reads
All
other
Liabilities
.
.
.
.
532.620.ft0
wanted someone to talk to."
will be “An Absolutely Reliable Bank."
Smalley; Jerusha. Nellie Nickerson; Health,” ln charge of the foods
Cash Capital........................
1.000.000 00
all
the
daily
papers,
sews,
washes
“While you were in Thayer's
Surplus
over
all
Liabilities
.
576,989.90
Charles Wilson will be soloist at the
dishes, trips up and down stairs like Aunt Pauliny and Uncle John, Oscar project leader Mrs. Amber Childs, as
room . . . ?"
Total Liabilities and Surplus 82.769,977.44
morning worship, and the mixed
29-Th-35
a 16 year old. is not troubled with and Allie Lane; cousin Mary Jane, sisted by Miss Lawrence. A square
"He was furious, of course. We
quartet. Chester Wyllie. Charles WU
quarreled bitterly. I suppose I was
rheumatism and is a wonder at her Christina Christie; grandpa, L. B. meal for health was served at noon, TIIE GI.EN COVE MUTUAL INSURANCE
son. Mrs Doris Overlcck. and Mrs.
COMPANY
as angry as he was. And then I
age. Her friends hope she will live Dyer; Sal and Sam. Jeanette Greg after which Miss Lawrence gave an
(ilrn Cove. New York
Avis Norwood will sing in thc evening.
left."
to see many more birthdays. She ory and Curtis Webster. Lastly the Instructive talk on the use of vege
ASSETS DEC. 31. 1932
Mr. and Mrs. Karl Stetson have
"Where was he when you left.
$120 500 00
was remembered with cards and a family group brought forth much ap tables in the diet for preserving Real Estate ......................
Miss Peyton?”
110.180 00
moved to Thomaston.
plause from the large audience. The health. At this meeting flve women Mortgage Loans .... ........
261,797 65
nice
birthday
cake.
Stocks
and
Bonds
..........
“Standing near the dresser."
Tne following class parts were an
G6.039 78
committee ts to bc congratulated for entered the home garden contest.
Ca*h In Offlce and Bank
“Alive?"
23.712 44
Agents’ Balances .... -......
nounced this week to the seniors ol
the pleasing entertainment.
3.583 46
Interest and Rents ........
She caught her breath sharply.
STRAND
THEATRE
3.261 18
All
other
Assets
.............
the High School: Helen H Boyd,
SOUTH WALDOBORO
“Of course. , . . Surely you don’t
valedictory;
Osmo
K.
Hirvela,
saluta

51
8589.074
THORNDIKEV1LLE
think . . . ?'
"Clear All Wires," Broadway's
38,580 24
Mrs. Caroline Winchenbach leaves Deduct Items not admitted ...
tory; Marguerite A. Haskell, history. biggest laugh hit. comes Friday and
"I had to ask you that I'm sorry.
Mr. and Mrs. Roy Crotteau who for Boston today. Thursday, where
Admitted
........................... $550,494 27
Shirley E. Payson, prophecy; Doro
Did you know that Larry Welch has
Saturday headed by Lee Tracy and a have had employment ln the woolen
LIABILITIES DEC 31, 1932
been arrested?'”
thy E. Sidelinger. class will; John E
she will enter thc Massachusetts Gen Net Unpaid Losses ................. 642.977 00
cast of film celebrities.
“Yes. ..
She spoke almost In
mill at Camden, are at home for
223.791 54
eral Hospital for a surgical operation.
Lampinen. address to undetgraduThe role is said to be a made-to- while, waiting for more orders.
76 680 29
All other Liabilities ....
a whisper.
Her many friends are wishing her a Surplus over all Liabilities .... 207,045 44
ates; Douglass G. Starrett, presenta
order one for Tracy, who first won
"Do you realize that everything
Mrs. C. C. Childs has been ill with safe and speedy recovery.
tion of gifts; Carol A. Saucier, return
Total Liabilities and Surplus $550,494 27
you have told me serves to incrim
notice for his portrayal of a news tonsilitis and abscess ln thc throat.
32-Th-38
gift.
The
class
has
twelve
members,
Mr. and Mrs. Alvin Wallace were
inate him?"
paper man in "The Front Page." Miss Muriel stayed with her grand
eight having part in tlie graduation.
guests of Mr. and Mrs. Alvin Stone at STAR INSURANCE CO. OF AMERICA
“Yes." She flung her head back.
The feminine lead is played by Beni- parents in South Hope a few days
is in a big hurry to get
The date is set for the evening of
their Broad street homc in Rockland
"1 don’t believe the truth can hurt
New York. N. Y.
ta Hume, English stage and screen during her mother's illness.
ASSETS DEC. 31. 1932
anybody. I know Larry didn’t do it. somewhere. He says hc has June 8.
Saturday.
star who makes her American debut
and Bonds ............. $4,468,085 58
Just as I know that I didn't. I've something very important to do
Mrs. Mary Saunders returned to her
Mary E., wife of Herbert Benner, Stocks
Cash In Oflice and Bank ....... 419.976 07
told the plain, straight truth, and and there are a number of things
home in East Union Sunday after a died at her home March 14 after an Agents’ Balances ................... 430.906 83
Just received, wool skirts. Spring ln "Clear All Wires."
Bills Receivable .......................
392 58
The story of “Clear All Wires' is week's visit with Mrs. Abbie Merrill
that's all. It's what Larry would in his pocket hc must send off. Styles in the wanted colors. Button
illness of long duration. Aftea her Interest and Rents ................ 44.127 47
Now ii you are mystified about
have me do."
laid principally in Moscow, with
13.643 69
Pushaw Brothers are manufacturing marriage to Mr. Benner hcr entire All other Assets .....................
trimmed
with
pocket.
8izes
26
to
32.
"It isn’t whnt he has done," said uhat hc carries in his pocket, Sale price 79 cents each. Vesper A side excursions to Paris, Chicago and the various woodpiles in this vicinity
Gross Assets ........................ $5,377,132 22
life was spent in the home where she Deduct
Jim softly, He hasn't been honest j < Lc a pencil and join all< thc
Items not admitted .... 247.977 86
Leach, 366 Main street.—adv. 35-lt even China. Highlights of the plot with their sawing machine.
numbered dots together, start
died. Of this union there are seven
with us."
$5,129,154 36
include
the
amusing
adventures
Admitted
Friends of C. C. Childs gave him a children, all of whom survive. Fu
“He couldn’t be. He gave me his ing with dot number onc and
LIABILITIES DEC 31. 1932
which occur when the correspondent bee and hauled his wood recently.
word that he wouldn't tell anybody ending with dot number thirtyBURKETTVILLE
neral services were hcld at the home Net Unpaid Losses ................ $239,431 85
I wns Pat Thayer's wife.”
I six.
Premiums ............ 1.862.272 13
Mr. and Mrs. Howard Hurd ot tries to get rid of the chorus girl be Mr. Childs has been very ill and ls Saturday afternoon. Rev. Timberlake I. Unearned
• All other Liabilities ..........
870 082 81
“He didn't tell us any untruths
Thorndike spent Sunday at Edward fore his employer flnd6 out the grateful for the kindness shown him of Friendship officiating. Interment I Cash Capital ........................... 1.000.000 00
I
Surplus
over
all
Liabilities....
1.157,367
57
truth,
his
attempt
to
achieve
news
a limit that. Miss Peyton; he simply
Mr. and Mrs. Lester Merrill and was in the family lot in Sweetland
Grinnell's.
by
wounding
a
dingy
nobleman,
his
kept his mouth shut. It was on
Total
Liabilities
and
Surplus
$5,129,154
36
Mervyn Merrill called on friends In cemetery.
Robert, Esancy and family were
* Includes Contingency Reserve of
something more Important He says
$743,234 52
Sunday visitors of John Simmons, apprehension by thc secret police Union Sunday.
(lint when he left the fraternity
ROBERTS h VZKZIT. Inc.
FINANCIAL SURETY COMPANY
and his tribulations at the hands of
Robert Crabtree has been employed
North Union.
M. F LOVEJOY. Mgr.
Wilmington, Delaware
house. Pat Thayer was alive."
29-Th-35
the terrorists, his phllanderings and at Frank Wiley's in Camden a few
Miss
Golda
Boynton
of
Liberty
re
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31.
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"And why Isn't that the truth?"
Stocks and Bonds ................... $178,329 70
cently spent a few days with Mrs. perigrinations in search of news and days this week.
“I can’t tell you why .diss P»y- 1
Cash ln Office and Bank
164 434 33
his hilarious invasion of the Red
Mr. and Mrs. John Pushaw, Sr., Interest and Rents ...............
3.107 71
ton, but I am saying that I am sure ,
I Nettie Orinnell.
BROILERS. FOWL, CHICK
Army
—
adv.
It Is a lie. I'll bet my right band I
ENS—DRESSED POULTRY
gave a dinner party Sunday to their
Several men from this vicinity at
Oross Assets .................... ..... $345,871 74
that when Larry Welch left that [
sons, John, Harry and Joseph and Deduct Items not admitted .... 12 099 70
Also Hennery Eggs Wanted Now
tended Washington town meeting
fraternity house. Pat Thayer was
their
wives,
in
honor
of
the
birthday
Prompt returns at highest possible
$333,773
0#
Monday.
Why suffer tortures from Rheuma
prices. Quotations, tags, testimoni
dead. And Larry knew it!”
LIABILITIES DEC 31. 1932
JJ
tism. Sciatica, Neuritis. Muscular
of their eldest son John, which oc
Mrs. Ruby Hannon who suffered an
als.
sent on request. Our aim is to
Lameness. Sprains anH Bruises when
She did not Indulge ln dramatics. ■
Unearned Premiums
...... $15,231 18
in and hold shippers' confidence.
curred Monday.
ill turn last week is much improved.
METHYL BALM
All other Liabilities
......
5,437 19
She merely sat very still and her j
tabllshed
25 years. Coops loaned
lg
will bring almost Instant relief?
Capital ............................
250.000 00
free.
Lewis Upham and Lester Merrill Cash
Several young people from the cor
stops agonizing pain and helps heal
body seemed to get cold as Ice.
JOHNSTON’S DRUG STORE
Surplus over all Liabilities.
63.103 67
W.
F.
WYMAN & CO.
73 PARK ST.,
ROCKLAND
attended town meeting at Rockport
She stared at the huge figure op- J without ugly scars. Ask your druggist ner attended the dance at Easf
Sent Pott Paid on receipt of price
Total Liabilities and Surplus $333,772 04, 4 Faneull Hall Market Boston. Mass.
for
the
red-and-yellow
tube,
SOc.
Monday
poslte.
Palermo Saturday night
5(1 rents
18-Th-tf
35-Th-4l
2»-x
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ROCKPORT

Stone school reopened March 29,
Friday visitors in Rockland were | The supper and dance held by the
Mrs. Oeorgia Mills teacher.
Mrs. Gertrude Moody, Mr. and Mrs. senior class of R.H.S. Friday evening !
Fred Robbins has purchased a driv H. C. Stanley, Mrs. Hazle Perry and at Community hall, Simonton, proved ';
ing horse of Merle Robbins.
a very successful affair both social
Miss Alice Moody.
— And The —
Mr. and Mrs. Chai les Esancy were
The W.C.T.U. will meet Saturday ly and financially. Many from town
visitors at Charles Smith's Sunday.
afternoon at the home of Miss Fan attended, Crockett’s bus furnishing
Mrs. Ellis Maddocks is in poor nie Gushee.
free transportation for those not
health.
Mrs. Adelia Martin suffered an ill owning cars. Music for the dance L
❖+H-4-+4-+* M-++++*
Mrs. Arlene Esancy and children turn Saturday night and was attended was by the new C.&R. student orches
Agricultural
1 being Fred Scott, Waldoboro, presiof Appleton visited her parents Mr. by Dr. Plumer.
tra of nine pieces under the direcThe community of Boothbay was dent: Henry Kontio. vice president,
and Mrs. J. C. Simmons Sunday.
Miss Chrystal L. Stanley attended tion of Clarence Fish, with Miss Ruth
organized last week and a plan of,Wcst Rockport; 8. Ruohomaa. treasMiss Evelyn Luce is visiting rela the Rubinstein Club in Rockland Fri-' Miller as pianist,
tives in Rockland.
day afternoon.
i Miss Carrie Libby entertained the extension work mage. There are at urer, Rockland; Miller Hobbs, Hope;
Mr. and Mrs. Merle Robbins went
Sunday guests and callers at Cen-i Tuesday Afternoon Bridge Club at present 12 men members and the Charles Murphy, Friendship, and
women are considering organization Earl Norwood, Hope. R N. Atherton,
Sunday to Warren to take Nathala tennial Farm included Mrs. Lois Me- i her home on Amesbury HiU.
Fred A. Norwood W.R.C. will ob next month. This makes 21 communi marketing specialist of the Extension
McKinley who has been visiting them servey. Mr. and Mrs. Alton Pease and
for the past two weeks
children, Mrs. Helen Johnson and two serve its 46th birthday anniversary ties in Knox-Lincoln County with Service, discussed finances of the
association. Plans were made for
Robert Hammond who lives with children, Mrs. Edward Johnson and and past presidents' night next Pri an organized Farm Bureau.
These-officers were elected: Chair- annual meeting and election of di
Mr. and Mrs. J. W. Sayward is a pa son. Misses Chrystal Stanley and ! day evening. All past presidents are
urged to attend. In the afternoon : man, Clifford Dawes; dairy leader. rectors.
tient at Knox Hospital, where he was Ruth Moody.
• • • •
recently operated on for mastoid Mrs. Elizabeth K. Stanley, Mrs. the members will meet at the haU to J. Carleton Adams and poultry lead- |
4-H
Club Notes
trouble.
Hazle B. Perry and son Norman, tack a quUt and at 6.30 a picnic sup er, Charles Dollcff. The men are1
A
leaders'
conference
was held in
interested
in
dairying
and
poultry,
j
Mrs. Cora Griffin is very ill, neces were in Camden and Belfast Satur per will be served.
The Twentieth Century Club will Another meeting was arranged lni Waldoboro Friday, Mrs. Norris A
sitating the care of nurses day and day.
night.
Mr. and Mrs. Frank Morse and meet Friday afternoon with Mrs. Re April at which time milk testing for Waltz. county club project leader,
Mrs. Lillian Alden is having a daughter Joan of Hope were Sunday becca Fowle at the Methodist par butter fat will bc done; also soli took charge of the following prog
testing for use of lime. Several ram : Roll call, local leaders respond
week’s vacation from her work at the visitors of Mr. and Mrs. Austin sonage.
Thurston casket factory.
The Scribblers' Club will be enter- J dairymen are going to do some work ing with club facts; Helps fcr Local
Towle.
Who says they can see prosperity
Mrs. P. D. Perry, Ncrman ar.d tained the evening of March 28 at on pasture improvement this spring. Leaders, Miss Lcana M. Spearin. as
sistant State club leader; Early Or
peeping around the corner? Grain Ethel M. Perry were guests Sunday the home of Mrs. Harriett LevensaAn exceptionally fine orchard ganization. Mrs. E. N. Hobbs and Mrs.
has taken quite a Jump up in price, of Mr. and Mrs. R. E. Perry and Clair Itr in Rockland. Sine; the iast
meeting one of thc members, Mrs. meeting was held ln Hope last week Clara Law; Typical Business Meet
eggs arc still 12 and 15 cents a dozen. Harriman in Belfast.
The poor old biddies are doing their Tne Thursday evening prayer ar.d Mildred Putnam, has had three with all orchardists in the communi- ing. Norris A. Waltz; Subject Matbest to help bring farm relief.
praise service will be held at the poems written in sietequaln form tyout. A. K. Gardner, crop specialist. J ter, Mrs. Norris A. Waltz; Subject
accepted by the poetry magazine, went over the apple fruit fly situa- j Matter for 4-H Girls. Jessie M. LawMiss Alice L. Plumer, daughter of home of Miss Adna Pitman.
Dr. and Mrs. H. H. Plumer, and Robtion, and presented some very ir.- rence, home demonstration agent;
Mrs. Elizabeth Sprowl was a re- "Expression.”
Henry Newbert of Vinalhaven is In teresting figures cn spraying done f Subject Matter for 4-H Boys. Ralph
ert C. Morris of Boston were mar- cent caller on Mrs Faustina Mescrried Sunday at the home of the bride's J vey and Mrs. Ethel Towle,
town, called by thc serious illness of last year by orchardists in the State. C. Wentworth, county agent; recreHope is becoming the largest orchard atton. Mrs. Oertrude Hupper; Helps
eldest sister. Mrs. R G Kennard, ln r Sunday wis observed as Tcmper- his brother Jacob Newbert.
Portland. Re:atives of both families I ance Day a( the Baptist Church with
First Selectman Arth.ir K. Walker town in the county, and more trees 1 for Local Leaders, Miss Lcana M.!
attended the ceremony, which was an appropriate sermon by the pas- has been warned in a letter from Dr are being set out each year. Plans Spearin; Club Tours. Bernal Jewett; j
Conte.’,
performed by Rev. J. Reid Howse of lor> and jn u-e Sunday Schcol by a Coombs of the State Health Board were made at the meeting for a dem-I Attendance at Local
Hallowell.
I short program, consisting of the that a very dangerous disease 1s pre onstration on making liquid lime Maurice A Brann; 100 per cent Re
ports. Miss Louise Nash; County Con-J
C. L. Campbell who is connected singing of thc hymn. "Faith is the vailing among the dogs in the State sulphur in April.
• • • •
>
test. Ruth M. Clark, county club!
with the firm of Loring. Short & Har Victory.' by the choir; reading, Miss Dr. Coombs asks that all citizens of
mon in Portland, was guest speaker Alice D. Mocdy; exercise, “Behind the town be notified to that effect
There will be a meeting on home; agent; State Contest. Mrs. Celia
at the regular meeting of the Com the Steering Wheel," Merle Griffin ard that all cog owners keep their organization ln Bristol Friday. Poul- | Bragdon; My Chicago Trip, Miss
munity Club Tuesday afternoon. The Jennie Edgecomb and Carolyn Hart
<:haln«‘ durin« thls epidemic try will be discussed by county agent Louise Nash; 4-H Problems for dis
subject of hls address was "Books ”
The O. W. Bridge Club was enter Wentworth in the afternoon. The cussion. The leaders present were
At the morning service a duet by Rev.
and Mrs. Watson and in the evening tained Tuesday afternoon at the home dairy meeting scheduled for Noble Bernal Jewett of Aina. Miss Louise
Mass.. wiU preach at the Church of | a c!arinct £olo by
Hall were of Mrs. Annie Gardiner.
boro Saturday has been postponed to Nash of Camden, Mrs. Norris Waltz
Ecuglass Davis who nas been con next Tuesday. The meeting will bt and Mrs. Celia Bragdon of Damar
the Nazarene Sunday at 10.30 a. m mucb enjoyed. Next Sunday mornHe is district superintendent for New ing Mr. Watson's topic will be •Fair fined to the bed the past three weeks in the Grange hall. Milk testing in iscotta; Mrs. Elsie Kraft of East
England A cordial welcome ls ex Weather Christians.'
suffering from rheumatism was able the forenoon and pasture improve Friendship, Mrs. Florence Hahn of
tended to all.
to sit up for the first time Wednes ment work ln the afternoon.
Friendship; N. F. Barrett, Mrs. Bes
• • • •
There wUl be an entertainment in
day. It is hoped that he may soon
sie Hardy and Mrs. E. N. Hobbs of I
NORTH HAVEN
connection with the annual mite box
The number of mllk cows in thc Hope; Mrs. Ruth French of Noble- j
Mrs. Fred Howard of South Port be able to return to High School.
opening at the M. E. Church Tuesday land arrived on the Westport Friday
R-'gular meeting of Harbor Ligh’ United States increased 2.7 per cent boro; Mrs. Gertrude Hupper and
evening at 7.30. to which all are cor morning and is visiting Mr. and Mrs. Chapter O.E.S. was held Tuesday eve during the past year. The total Mrs Claribel Andrews of Tenant's !
dially invited. There will be a good Harry Whitmore.
ning. Due to the absence of thf Jan. 1 was 25,136.000
Harbor; Maurice Brann cf North '
program of music, dialogues, etc., and
Whitefield. The assistant leaders |
Mr. and Mrs. H A. Lewis arrived worthy matron, Marie Bisbee, Gwen
refreshments will be served.
A meeting ot the directors of the I present were Loring Edgerly of Aina. I
from Chicago last week and arc dolyn Buzzell. associate matron, pre
Little Elizabeth McPhail who has guests of relatives here and at sided. A picnic supper was served at State of Maine Blueberry Associa- Mrs Earl Clifford and Mrs. J. R. Lit- I
6.30 with Mrs. Amy Miller and Mrs tion was held at the city building, tie of South Bristol tfhd Mrs. Made- ,
been with her grandparents. Mr. and j vinalhaven for a while.
Mrs. Eugene Calderwood for several
Louise
Holbrook ln charge.
| Rockland last week, these present ' lyn Thompson of Friendship.
James Lewis arrived Saturday and
weeks, returned to her home this is spending part of his vacation from
In the report of Rockport town
week.
his duties at Tabor Academy. Marion meeting as given in a previous issue
WALDOBORO
; Mrs. Lee read a paper on "Gardens."
Mass., with his mother, Mrs. George of this paper, the re-election of Ed
------j The Lee gardens are well known ana
win E. Simmons as janitor of the
Lewis.
NORTH HOPE
In a gymnastic competition recent-1 much admired and the paper proved
Thc “Barter Dance' was a success town hall was inadvertently omitted ly sponsored by Oak Grove Semi- doubly Interesting to those who had
Letters from three states last week
Mr Simmons has served faithfully nary, Vassalboro. ln which 30 girls visited them. There were 20 mem... .,__ ,
..
..
and drew a large crowd.
—Washington. Florida, and Massa- i c . ,
,
_ .
and ably in that capacity for several took part. Miss Mona Jones, daugh- bers present. Plans for the annual
______
...
S^0015 cIase Friday for I a two
chusetts—all told of spring
weather,
years aed the declaration of hls ter of Mr. and Mrs. John H. Miller,
weeks vacation.
luncheon, which will be held March
and the well-being of friends. Mrs.
unanimous
election brought forth Was one of the 12 receiving honors.
Mrs. Albert Wooster of Vinalhaven
28 at Stahl's Tavern, were discussed.
Joshua Wentworth expects to return
is guest of relatives here, arriving in heart}- applause from the large num
Mr. and Mrs. Hadley Howell have
Mr. and Mrs. Thomas L. Genthner
to Maine sometime next month.
ber of voters present.
town Monday.
returned from Damariscotta after were at John Palmer's Sunday.
• • • •
Their winter home is Deland. Fla.
A plot of land formerly owned by
spending several weeks with Mrs.
Mrs. Melvina A. Comery, who has
E. Donald Perry spent a few days
Mrs. Abbie B. Bowley
Katherine Mack.
been spending the winter with her
last week visiting his father and fam C. S. Staples and now owned by the
Funeral services for Mrs. Abbie
“Summer Colony Organization’ is
Floyd Benner has resumed his daughter and son-in-law. Dr. and
ily at Owl's Head.
Eelle
Bowley were held Mondav at
Leland Perry and David Mash of being cleared and made into a com 10.30 a. m. at Good's funeral parlors duties as clerk In the postoffice Mrs. Francis P Redlon in Waltham,
Owl's Head were up last'week Wed munity playground. A number of in Camden. Robert Carle of the Pen after a vacation spent with Mass., returned home Tuesday.
Mrs. Amos Achorn and three chil
nesday. Leland bought, a cow from unemployed men are being given a tecostal Church officiating. Mrs relatives in New York and East Or
dren are visiting at Austin Achorn's,
ange. N. J.
Joe Gushee at Appleton, and Albert chance to exercise their muscles.
Mrs. Oscar Waterman is to return Bowley, who died Friday after a long
Pease hauled It down by truck the
The Kauswelikit Club was enter Peylers Corner.
illness, was born in Rockport 68 years
from Knox Hospital this week.
E. C. Teague is confined to the
same day.
tained
by Mrs. 8 H. Weston at her
The many who heard Rev. O. J. ago. daughter of Richard B. and home on Jefferson street, Fridav house wlth 8rippe
There seems to be a dearth of so
Abbie Grinnell. Besides her hus
cial activities in this immediate sec Guptlll of the Maine Sea Coast Mis band. Harrison B. Bowley, she leaves afternoon. Two tables were in play I The 8t Patricks Day party given
sion
at
Bar
Harbor
who
conducted
tion.
two children by a former marriage and Mrs. Esther Shorey w-as winner ' at the Gran«e hal1 Pnday under the
A heavy and crusty blanket of snow- both morning and evening service a; Ralph D. Snowman of Rockport and of highest score. Those present were auspices of lhe Mecnah«a Sewing
now covers the ground, left by the the church here Sunday, were well Harriett Snowman Jellison of Ham Mrs. Porter Soule. Mrs I. S. Bailey.! Club was a most successful event, atpleased with his talks. Mr. GuptiU's
recent storm.
ilton, Ohio, who came here tw-o years Mrs. Nellie Overiock. Miss Edna ,entied by a «°°d number of memsubject In the morning was “Afraid
rgo to care for her mother. Three Young. Mrs. Rose Clarke. Mrs bers and guests. A pleasing program
of the Heights," and in the evening
made up of games' also 80108 by
SENNEBEC
nieces in Philadelphia also survive Esther Shorey. Mrs. Isabel Labe
“Opening the Doors,” which while
..
...
„
! John Newburn. accompanied by
Mrs. Gertrude French. Mrs. Florence
Mrs. Alice Cousens nas employ- ...
,
, ..
,
Miss Jane Rider at the piano.
Leroy Hemenway visited hls sister interspersed with humor, held deep Pointer and Mrs. Harriet Coid.
ment at nursing in Rockland.
„ . . .
.
. . , .
, .
Sandwiches, cake and hot chocolate
and worth while thoughts for all to
Mrs Chester Butler, Sunday.
Irving Eaton of Stratford, Conn.,
ponder.
The
pastor.
Rev.
H.
F
were
served.
There was a large attendance at
POULTRYMEN’S PROFITS
spent the weekend with his family at
• • • •
town meeting Monday. It was a beau Huse. hopes to be able to be at
A. I. Moody's.
church next Sunday.
Each Maine Hen Paid $2.22 Last
tiful spring day.
George Vosr
Jasper J. Stahl of the Hill School,
Year, According To Accounts
A number of men. women and chil
Wilma Hills called on Mrs. Edna
Pottstown. Pa., is spending the va Oeorge Vose, 88. farmer and one of
Hemenway Monday.
dren visited the Sunbeam while al
the five surviving Civil War veter
Ninety-six Maine poultrymen keep cation with his mother, Mrs. A. F.
Hilda and Maurice Morang were in thc wharf herc Sunday and found it
ans in this town, died at his home
Stahl.
ing
accounts
In
1932
found
each
hen
town Monday.
to be a very fine craft, 80 feet Iong
Mr. and Mrs. Harold Sprague of on the North Waldoboro road late
Recent guests of Benny Hemenway j and driven by a 120 h. p. Diesel en paid $2.22 profit, which was 56 cents
Boston
are spending the week with Monday night. He was a native ot
were Lloyd Bean, Merrick Bean. Ray- gine. It is fitted to accommodate 13 css than was shown by similar rec
Warren, but had resided here for 80
Mr.
and
Mrs. Sumner Sprague.
mond Griffin, George Griffin, Lonnie people, and was built by the late ords kept in 1931.
years. Mr. Vose was a member of
The
Woman's
Club
met
at
the
Measured in terms of what money
Griffin and Freemond Gushee.
‘ Jonah Morse of Damariscotta.
Company A, 21st Maine Regiment,
would buy in 1932 as compared with rooms Tuesday afternoon with Mrs.
and was affiliated with Charles
Esther
Shorey
and
Mrs.
Isora
Lee
previous years, it is safe to say, be
Keizer Fost, O.A.R.
1133
lieves H. L. Richardson, extension acting as hostesses. A. L. Shorey
He was twice married, his flrst wife
gave
an
interesting
talk
on
“
Rocks,"
poultry specialist at the University of
being Ann Turner, and the second.
Maine, that the poultryman's dollar illustrating with specimens from his
would buy him as much during 1932 extensive collection. Mrs. A. P. Jack- Mrs. Lillian Weston Vose, who sur
vives together with a daughter, Mrs.
as at any previous time; also that his son entertained with piano solos and
William Creamer of Whitinsville,
margin of profit was more satisfac
Mass. There arc also seven grandThe very latest equipment. Merrhandise that has made a name for
tory than for any other farm enter
children
itself for
prise common to Maine.
For
Child
’
s
Health
Funeral services, in charge of
.The average feed cost per hen for
Richard Wells Post.
American
and Happiness
1932 was $2 90 as compared with $4 06
Legion,
will
be
conducted
at
the home
for the year previous; the receipts
Friday at 1 p. m., and interment will
from eggs was $3.25 as compared with
be In the Comery cemetery.
$4.05, and tlie egg production per hen

With the Extension Agents
Knox Lincoln Farm Bureau

COSTLIER
TOBACCOS

DO TASTE
BETTER

EAST SENNEBEC
The Willing Workers take this op
portunity to thank the women of the
town for their ever ready response
to solicitation of food for the iown
meeting dinner. A net amount of $20
was realized.
Mr. and Mrs. Harvey Sukeforth
iMarion Hali* and two children of
Cooper's Mills spent Sunday with
Mrs. Sukeforth's parents, Mr. and
Mrs. Leslie Hall.
Annie Ripley has been on the sick
list with a severe cold.
Mr and Mrs. Delmore Cummints
called on Mrs. Fred Demuth and Mrs
Leslie Hall Sunday
The W.C.T.U. meets with Miss Fan

nie Gu'hee March 25. Should the
weather prove inclement the meet
ing will be held the following Mon
day. ,
Mrs. Phene Ripley is home again
irem a visit of three weeks with
relatives in Union.
High School and grades began
March 14 after a short recess.
Chickens? Yes, Charles Salo has
2700. Hens are heard clucking on
every side and spring hatching will
•■oon be in full swing. Fun to sit up
all night watching the coal brooder
for fear the fire will go out, and eggs
14 cents a dozen.
The Farm Bureau at Mrs. Hazel
Perry's March 24 will learn how to
j ret a table and serve food as demon

Have froo Many

« OXVKME.M E Ol TI.ETS make it eaRy

to change the appearance of your rooms
hy offering an easy place to ping in
your lamps . .. cleaner, toaster, curling

iron, heater, washer or ironer.

No Home Can Have too Many!
Your local electrician can install them

- OUALITY AT ECONOMY PRICES -

“Dem In New Cabinet."—Head-line.
But which one? Gosh or Gol —Chi
cago Tribune.

FARM, DAIRY and POULTRY SUPPLIES — SEEDS
ES lndall & Whitney
FEDERAL and TEMPLE STS., PORTLAND MAIIME

VINALHAVEN A ROCKLAND
STEAMBOAT CO.
WINTER ARRANGEMENT
Steamer leaves 8wm', Ialana at 5.30
A. M„ 8tontngton 6.25, North Haven 7.25.
Vinalhaven 8.15. due to arrive at Rockland about 9 3"
Return—Leaves Rockland at l ju ?. is.
Vinalhaven 2.45. North Haven 3.30. Ston
ington at 4.40; due to arrive at Swan's
Island about <00 P. M
B. H. STINSON.

130-tl

It locks a little fishy when every
ailment the world has requires bleed
ing Unclc Sam —Palatka (Fla.) News.

No Home Can

POULTRY FOUNTAINS
AND FEEDERS

was 161 as compared with 153 for
1931.
The 96 poultry accounts were audit 
ed and summarized by the Extension
Service at the University of Maine
ind they apply on tlie year ending
Oct. 31, 1932.

strated al the meeting at Camden.
Helen Gushee and Angle Fish con
duct this meeting..
Patrons must learn to crow like a
rooster or bark like a hound before
thc Grange meeting March 25, when
there is fun in store. Field is to be
sown with peanuta for the lucky
roasters and hounds.
"Bc Kind to Animals” week ls April
17-22. "Humane Sunday" is April
23, one week from Easter which if
April 16. "Are not five sparrows sold
tor two farthings and not one of them
is forgotten ln the sight of Ood."

so easily and inexpensively at present
day prices. They may never be so low
again. Ask for an estimate.

EAGLE

“I have been using Dr. True’s Elixir
in my family for seventeen years with
truly remarkable success with my
five children . . .
; Mrs. A. G. Weldon, 25 Leighton St., Medford.

Dr.TruesElixir
Laxative Worm Expeller

is a pure herb medicine . . . mild and
pleasant to take . . .
Signs of Worms are: Constipation,
deranged stomach, swollen upper
lip, offensive breath, hard and full
stomach with pains, pale face, etc.
Sueeeaalnlly uaed ior St yearn.

Frank Bracey has returned from
Camden where he was a weekend
caller on friends. Bonnie Quinn was
also there and had part in a musical
program at one of the churches. Miss
Irma Wadsworth of Camden returned
with them for a few days' stay at the
Quinn House.
E. C. Quinn has a flock of early
lambs, the only sheep on the island
now.
The harvest of ice this winter was
scanty and of inferior quality.
E. L. Carver has a consignment of
twine for a weir but as yet it is no:
known whether there will be any fac
tory or fish. Brown Si Quinn will
probably build also.

See your
local electrician

POWE

CENTR

AINE
OMPAHY

| birthday. They both attended the
’ Orange supper that evening.
Ralph Jewell and Austin Hall of
An unusual spectacle was enjoyed
Rockland were in Bar Harbor Wed Saturday
when
a
five-masted
rchconer. loaded was seen beating up
nesday of last week.
Among those attending the citizens' the bay and finally came to anchor
meeting Saturday evening in Rock- lor the night north of Ram Island.
pert to talk over the town warrant Sunday morning it was a pretty scene
were Third Selectman Bert 8 Oreg as she got under way and went up
ory, Herbert N. Brazier of the school the bay under full sail
ccmmittee, Robert M. House, LaPorpst
Misses Lucille and Velma Colson of
Smith. Hudson Barrows and Charles Camden were guests of their aunt
Mrs. C. E. Oregory Saturday.
E. Gregory.
Mrs. Charles E. Oregory was gues;
Penobscot View Grange held iis
oi her niece Mrs. Mervyn Flanders in rtgular fortnightly public supper la;:
Thursday, Mrs. Karl Packard and
Rcckland Friday.
Mrs. J. O. Packard was guest of her • Mrs. Win Robbins having charge.
sister Mrs. Rose E. Barrows Thurs ' The table and hall decorations, as
day and helped her celebrate her 79th well ns some articles on the menu.
GLENCOVE

The lowest priced fine tea
you can buy
SALADA BROWN LABEL
M*U*< FIVE
FIVE cups
r„n, for
In, ONE
ONE CENT
CENT
Makes

SALADA RED LABEL
.

.

Every-Other-Day
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America's Finest Tea

SALADA’ TEA

were reminders of the birthday of
Ireland's patron saint. Thirty-five
patrons and others sat clown to tire
usual good repast. As the hour for
opening the meeting arrived, all re i
sponded to the call of Master Lloyd
Cicckett's gavel, and after routine
business was disposed of, Lecturer |
Leona Risieen presented a St. Pat
rick’s program of songs readings ar.d
stories. Two of the “younger" mem
bers were present at this meeting,
Mrs. Parks Buker, 89. and Mrs. J. O
Packard. 95. The Grange decided to
hold its 31st anniversary March 30
AVOID FOOD FADS
Do not worry too much about
calories, vitamins, roughage and all
the other fads of diet, advises Dr.
Francis W. Baldwin in the March
issue of the "Moose Magazine." "A
mixed and well balanced diet of eggs,
meat or fish, with plenty of fresh
vegetables, fresh fruit and milk, and
free from freaks and fads, is the kind
of diet needed for a family. Do not
become vitamin conscious, nor think
too much about roughage, bran, seeds
or seaweed, or any of the other much
exploited additions to the diet. Let
common sense and good judgment
and advice from your physician, if in
doubt, be your guide in the proper
selection of your daily menu. Forti
fied by these, you need have no fear
of the pitfalls of improper or inju
dicious eating."

ALWAYS
FLAVOR-FRESH
They’re made in Maine

>-T"<HEIR oven-fragrance greets
JL you the minute you open the
wax wrap! But that’s only one
reason why N. B. C. SODAS are
so popular. These slightly salted
treats are baked in Maine of the
finest ingredients money can buy. ,
Wholesome, nourishing realfood
for hungry appetites. You’ll like

them with chowders, with salads,
with toffee, cocoa or milk. And
in the many tasty dishes you can
now make with N. B. C. SODAS.
Want the recipes? They’re on
the box. And a whole bookful
free if ycu write.
NATIONAL BISCUIT COMPANY
THESE RECIPES HELP SAVE
Save time, work, and money with the
recipes that come with each package.
And send your name and address on a
postcard for a whole bookful of thrift
suggestions . . . the latest “Menu
Magic.** National Biscuit Company,
449 Wett 14th Street, New York.

J. J. NEWBERRY CO.
CUT RATE FOOD DEPT.
c

I

| VegetableSoup

Tmato Scrap
Fancy

1/vlTallCan

O

£.

Phillips’

c
can

t
can

Imported 17 c

■

31lbs Fane:y Riice It

FORMOSJ
OOLONG

1

9'

■

Apricots 1 "it I Salmon

5

‘Tisa II119c

Try Oiir S|jeciail Bleind Firesh (lof fee'19c Ib

BUTTER

BACON

BREAD

THOMASTON
—
There were 62 tests made Monday
at the second diphtheria toxoid clinic
held in the selectmen’s office.
Thc W.C.T.U. will meet with Nfts.
Rossie Roundy at the home of Luther
A. Clark Friday at 2 o'clock.
At the Baptist Church Sunday the
evening service at 7 o'clock will be in
charge of the Y.PS. of C E .Miss Olive
Elwell leader, and scripture reading
by Raymond Wardwell. The junior
choir will sing and an orchestra com
posed of Ralph Davis 'cello. Hazel
Harrison violin. Evangeline Paquin
saxophone. Mrs. Amy Tripp piano,
will furnish music.
Miss Ardell Maxey, clerk at the
postofflee. left Wednesday morning
for Boston to visit her sister, Mrs. F.
S. Baker, for a week.
Myles Weston entertained at cards
and a welsh rarebit in the home oi
Mr. and Mrs. Bowdoin Orafton Tues
day evening. Congenial company
made the hours pass swiftly. Those
present were Mr. and Mrs. William
Flint. Mr and Mrs. Lee Walker. Mr
anu Mrs. Bowdoin Orafton. Miss Clara
Spear. Fred Hinckley and Myles Wes■ ton.
The Baptist Choral Society and the
Junior Choir will unite to observe
; "Our Youth March to Church" SunI day at the morning service, singing
' “My Shepherd," George B Nevin;
| quartet, "Christ When a Child a
Garden Made," Tschaikowsky, Mrs
Strout. Mrs. Smalley, Mr Perry, Mr
Greene; offertory. Junior Choir quar
tet, "Not Mine Own," Ooetze, Miss
Carleen Davis, Miss Marian Felt,
Fredtrick Elwell. Cecil Day; response
"Vouchsafe O Lord." Sullivan.

The i-x.AM.M. Club met at Miss
Elonia Woodcock's home on Hyler
street Saturday. Those present were
Misses Barbara Gilchrest, Dorothy
Wallace. LaVonne Sawyer, HesteT
Foster, Eloise Williams and Elonia
Woodcock.
Refreshments
wer?
served and games played. Elonia
Woodcock was elected president.
Eloise Williams vice president. Bar
bara Gilchrest treasurer, and Dorothy
Wallace secretary.
An interesting service has been ar
ranged for next Sunday morning at
the Federated Church. This will bc
a children's service and to it all boys
and girls of the church, as well as
their parents, are invited.
Thc
Junior Choir will assist with the
music, and in place of the sermon th;
pastor will give a brief talk to the
boys and girls.
The Methodist Ladies' Aid met in
the veitry Wednesday, with picnic
dinner at noon. The memoers start
ed on a comfortable and 13 were
bvsily engaged in sewing, apparent!»
not disturbed by the ill omened num
ber present.
The Federated Missionary Circle

In Everybody’s Column |?

t

WANTED

Week End . . .

NEW GOODS

4
Advertlaementa ln
in thl*
till, oolumn
column not to ♦
Advertisement*
exceed three lines Inserted once for 25 4
4
cents, three times for 50 cents. Addi
'M
tional lines Ave cents each for one time.
CONFEDERATE
stamped
envelopes
10 cents for three times. Six words
1861 wanted, also stamps of same period.
make a line.
A. ANA6TASIO. at Barber Shop. 400
Main 8t.
32-Th-38
POSITION as chef or order cook want
ed Bert of references. H. T. PERRY.
Grace St.. City.
-tf
BUCKEYE brooder wanted. 500 chick
size. OVERNESS SARKESIAN Rockland
it • •
35-lt
BLUE beaded bag containing glasses Tel. 568-W.
I WILL do work of any kind, lawn,
lost Monday between Dr. Rlchan's and
Dyer's Oarage. Call 27 ELM ST. Tel. house, anything— nromntly and reason
MO.________________________________ 35-lt ably. FRED HOWARD. 209 Main St.
Phone 144 City.
35-40
CHILDS glasses In black case lost
AGENTS wanted to sell our hosiery.
between 8 Cottage St. and Warren 8t.
School
MRS
ROLAND CHAMBER- Best qualities. Complete line. Oet our
LAIN. 8 Cottage St. Tel. 73-J.
35-37 special selling proposltlion. LeBARON
ifoslERYJX) . Everett JMass.
______________
34-39
JERSEY COW coming In this spring
wanted. State price, Arst letter. 17
♦
CENTRAL ST.. Camden.
35-37
MEN wanted for Rawlelgh Routes of
Consumers ln Cities of Rockland.
♦
----------------------------' 800
Belfast. Counties of Knox and East Lin
Reliable hustler can start earn
LUMP soft coal. $7.50; screened, 19.50; coln.
$25 weekly and Increase every
hnrd coal. 113 50: coke. 11050. J. B ing
Write Immediately.
RAWPAULSEN Tel Thomaston 84-2 .
30-tf month.
LEIOH CO, Albany. N. Y. Dept. ME—C
ON account of sickness I have for sale —39—8.
35*Th-38
four cows, one beef, three giving milk:
ONE pure black beautiful full shaggv
my farm of 50 acres, more or less, two cat.
of breeding age. wanted.
houses which could be easily divided, BAY female,
VIEW FARM. North Haven. Me
store Included
Por further particulars
31-36
Inquire on premises, or write BOX 60.
Route 3, Waldoboro. Me
35-37
1924 MODEL T delivery truck for sale.
Running condition New battery, good
1 tires. ELLIS YOUNO, 10 Oeorges St..
‘ Thomaston. Me___________________ 34-36
—DRY WOOD under cover. Atted. $10:
Junks. $8
O. H. CRIE. Thomaston
I ie!. 123-2.
35-tf
BAND SAW. 22 In with 12 saws. 3
h p. motor, starting switch, half price.
H L. TIBBETTS. R D. 3, Waldoboro.
Me
35-37
APPLES Ior sale—Northern Spy and
Oolden Delicious. II bushel. J. F
CALDERWOOD. Union.
34-36
LATE 1930 one-half ton Ford truck
for sale. Low mileage, extra good con
dition.
ARTHUR C.
LEWIS.
East
Friendship________________________ 35-37
FARM for sale. 65 acres land. Barn
and camp V. F. STUDLEY. 283 Main
St. Tel. 1080 .
30-tf
WHEN you are planning to sell your
BAROAINS IN USED PIANOS. $40 up. chickens and fowl, call PETER ED
26-tf
also Buffet C Melody Saxophone. Conn WARDS Tel. 806-J. Rockland.
Cornet. Holton Melophone. Cash or
BARRED ROCK baby chlx and hatch
terms. New pianos at greatly reduced ing eggs, prices to suit the times. AL
prices Liberal allowance on old upright BION WOTTON. Friendship. Me. 26-tf
lanos.
Write or phone for prices.
NATURAL ground sea shells are best
[AINE MUSIC STORE.
33-35
for poultry By ton. $8 delivered Write
THREE houses for sale near South ALFRED RAWLEY. Long Cove, Me
Main St
Improvements, garage Must
R I Red chicks Irom state tested, ac
he sold at once. Can be purchased on
rent plan, price from $600 to $1500 V. credited. trapnested stock $12 per 100.
W L MERRIAM, Union. Me_______19-tf
F. STUDLEY, 283 Main St Tel. 1080
___________________________________ 30-tf
8. C R. I Red chicks three years state
EASY WASHER for sale, excellent con accredited, price according to number.
dition. $35
Can be seen at C M P. Chickens are now the farmer's best bet.
Service Building AUSTIN OARDNER Eggs for hatching. Write for prices. E.
Tel 74-M.
35-37 C. TEAGUE. Warren. Me. Tel. 13-42.
26-tf
FOR SALE—"More For Less" special
BABY CHIX. Wyllie s Strain S C. Reds.
values for thia week Flours—Superior
Bread Flour. 58c: Pillsbury's Best. 67c: One quality—the Best. 112 per hundred.
Occident 89c; Family. 49c; Pastry. 43c; Discount on 500 or over. F H WYLLIE
Stover's Pride. 65c. Every lady will <fe SON. Thomaston, Me.. R 1. Phone
22-tf
receive
cookie baking pan free with Warren 10-6
each bag of Stover'a Pride Flour purPRICE of baby chicks reduced. S. C.
chased1 thia week. Only one to a cus- R I. Reds, accredited flock, heavy lay-

: LOST AND FOUND j

»

at CROCKETTS
DRESS GINGHAMS, yard,
05c
DRESS PRINTS, yard,
05c
More of those KITCHEN CLOCKS,
1.75 value; each,
1.00
MEN’S FANCY HOSE, pair
09c
RAYON UNDERWEAR, garment,
15c
Misses’ and Ladies’ BLOUSES, ea. 29c, 59c
NEW DRESSES, each,
1.98

__
FOR SALE

EGGS AND CHICKS;

a

Food Specials
15 oz. RAISINS, package,
05c
WILKINS COFFEE,
1-2 Ib 15c; 1 Ib 29c
2 lbs. PEANUT BUTTER,
19c
CHERRIES, bottle,
05c
BAXTER’S STERLING PEAS, 2 cans 25c
PEA BEANS, 3 pounds,
10c

Er
.

fPrtm?TT5c&iocto
InVtRLlI $1.00Store

Do

Rockland, Maine

J°r

Oranulated Meal. $1 per bag. hundred 112 per hundred. 500 to 1000 $11.
L.a.r?; 2<L
Su5!r I orders of a thousand and over. $10 per
100 s. $4 25 ; 25 lbs.. $1.08; 10 lbs. 43c 100
C. N. LIGHT, Waldoboro. Me.
Sugar ls advancing so stock up at these Tel 17-12
17-38
low prices. "Just Right" Chick 8tarter ——-——----- —-------- ---------------------------with yeast and oil 25 lb. bags. 65c; 100 s.:
MY old and new customers
82 25
More For Less" Egg m—h with throughout Knox and Lincoln Counties
Nopco XX Cod Liver OU. $1 48 "More ' desiring thelr eggs hatched I wish to anFor Less 20^ Dalrv Feed $1 18 Stop- nounce I am ready to take them on
Look — Listen — Anyone
purchasing Ifive 1 ?very 8«“rtay throughout the season.
:c purchwlng
Notify me a week In advance as to the
bags or more of our "More For Let
Why
Stovers Pride" or "Just Right” Feeds number of eggs to be hatched
pay
12c or more for chicks when you
and not aavlng enough to buy thelr
gasoline to our feed manufacturing can get them for 5 cents. Write for
plant and back home again, no matter particulars. Baby chicks 12c. HAWES
where you live within 50 miles we guar HATCHERY, A. C. Hawes. Union. Tel.
21-39
antee to make up the difference In 8-24.
gasoline free of charge We guarantee
"More Por Less” always
Let us buy
your gasoline STOVER S CASH ORAIN It
STORES DISTRIBUTORS for STOVER ,
FEED MFO CO. on track at 86 Park ’
I
St . Rockland
Just below Armour's. 1 4
4
Tel. 1200.
54-36 R
♦ - 8t

TO LET

night police; 38, improvements on
cemetery; 39. West Meadow road to
Rockland line; 40-41. taxes; 43, bills
WASHINGTON
contracted on account of contagious j
Washington
held its annual town
diseases; 44. Memorial Day observ
ance; 45. shingling W O Masters meeting Monday with a large dele
met with Mrs. Frank D. Hathcrre hose house; 45. Branch Brook bridge ; gation of voters present, and visitors
Tuesday afternoon. It was the an and road; 46. open ditch on Beech- 1 from several surrounding towns.
nual meeting at which officers wer; woods road; 48-50, new street lights: I These officers were elected.
elected for the ensuing year. The 51. repair of Main street from Oreen
Selectmen. Assessors and Over
circle has made 65 garments in its to School; 52. building of sidewalk seers of Poor—H. B. Kaler. Steven
White Cross work the past year. A from Oreen to School streets; 53. ad Mank and Murdick Creamer.
part of the time is devoted to study o.' vertising natural attractions; 54. re
Treasurer—H. L. Turner.
missionary themes. The officers vision of town by-laws. Article 42
Collector—L. L. Morton.
elected are: Miss Cora Fogerty, pres - reads: "To see if the town will vote
Road Commissioner — Erie Grindent; mA. H F. Leach, vice presidenr; to abate all taxes due upon property i nell.
Mirs Margaret Crandon, secretary; upon which foreclosure proceedings
School Committee—H. B Moore.
Mrs William Richards, treasurer; have been instituted or may here
Constables—Ea:l Boynton, H. B.
Miss Crandon. Mrs. Hathorne, com after be instituted between Jan. 1. Kaler and L. L. Morton.
I
mittee on White Cross work.
Library Committee — Mrs. Blanche
1933, and Jan. 1. 1934, provided it can
| be shown that it has been taken over M. Johnston.
Sanford Hyier is at home from j as a welfare measure so that persons
Town Clerk—Mrs. Clara Overlock.
Bcothbay Harbor.
Moderator—George B. Finley.
may not lose their homes." as peMiss Christine Moore arrived home ■ titioned by John Brown and 20 others
The appropriations totaled $12,Wednesday for a short visit. Slie is i
____________
666.50.
guest of Miss Elizabeth Washburn.
just received, wool skirts. Spring
ISLE AU HAUT
Mrs. Aaron Clark was operated styles in the wanted colors. Button
upon for tonsilitis Wednesday morn- | trimmed with pocket. Sizes 26 to 32
Isle au Haut town meeting was
ing at Knox Hospital.
] gaje pr;ce 79 cents each. Vesper A I held Monday when these officers
Mr. and Mrs. Fred Arnold who havc Leach. 366 Main street.—adv.
35-lt were elected:
'I Moderator—H. B. Nevells.
been visiting her parents Mr. and Mrs
Howard returned to Fairhaven. Mass
Town Clerk—Mrs. Clarissa B. W.
SPRUCE HEAD
Wednesday
Turner.
Mrs. Byron Davis and Mrs. Lucy
Mrs. Harry Allard has received a ' Selectmen and Overseers of Poor—
Smith of Olenmere and Mrs. Chaun
letter from her father E. A. Clark S. E. Rich. Stanley E. Dodge and
cey Keene of Rockland were in town
who was near the earthquake zone ln , Ralph L. Chapin.
Wednesday calling upon friends.
California announcing the safety ol t Tax Collector—Llewellyn Rich.
Mies Kate McCarter of Cushing
Town Treasurer—Walter F. Rich.
himself and family.
called upon Mrs. Clifford Clark Wed
William Colby attended the boxing I School Board — Clarissa B. W.
nesday.
Turner.
Miss Gladys Doherty is visiting match at Harry Waterman's last Fri- 1 Road Commissioner — Oardner
day night. A large crowd was re
Mrs. Earl Wilson in Gray.
Jameson.
Percy Demmons entertained Lhc ported.
Sealer of Weights and Measures
Mr. and Mrs. T. L. Maker were in —S. E. Dodge.
members cf his club, who are WaltPr
H. Spear. Edward R. Veazie, Ray E Rockland last Saturday.
Constables — H. B Nevells and
Eaton and Col. Basil H Stinson, all
Mr. and Mrs. Harry Allard recent- ! Elliot Smith,
of Rockland, at a dinner Tuesday eve ly spent the evening with Mr. ar.d | pjre Warden—H B Nevells.
ning at his home on West Main street Mrs. E.bert Burton.
Surveyors of Wood and Lumber—
Miss Adelyn Bushnell is in Portland
Almost everyone in this section at- , a. L. Small and Georg? Turner.
this week. Her play, “Oram.” is soon tended the town meeting in South
These appropriations were made.
to be presented by the Jefferson Thomastoh Monday.
Current expenses. $225; schools,
j Theatre stock company.
Mrs. Sawyer and friends of Cam high tchool tuition, et:., $1150;
The town warrant has been post den were at their log cabin Saturday schoolhouse repairs, $75; State aid
ed containing 54 articles, three less and Sunday for the first time this road, $300; town road and bridges,
1 than last year. Articles 1-3, election year.
$1000; repairs on E te road, $250;
of officers and reports; 4-8, schools;
Mrs. J. S. Allard and grandson Mathers' aid until J :e, $35; public
, 9. salaries of town officers; 10, town called on Mrs. Sawyer and Mr. Fales health nurse, $15.
expenses; 12-15, sidewalks, roads, Sunday.
bridges; 16, two catch basins at the
Mrs. Ruth Randall and daughter
Civilization ls the _tory of sur
j Corner; 17, three town road from Mildred called on Mrs. J. 8. Allard [ mounted difficulties.—Herbert Hoover
Wentworth's Corner,
Friendship Sunday on her way to White Head.
i through Cushing to Thomaston town
Mr. and Mrs. Alton Wall and Mr.
line, continuing up Wadsworth street nnd Mrs. Elmer Barnes and daughter
\/MU
to State road “D." then easterly to .'pent the evening with Mr. and Mrs. [
Beechwoods street, up that to Willis Harry Allard last Thursday.
► EMBALMING
j Corner; 19-21, patrolling and main
A surprise ehower was given Mr.
taining State highways; • 22, street and Mrs, Robert Burch Wednesday MOTOR AMBUIANG
, lights; 23, support of poor; 24, ex- evening of last Week, when regardles;
Since 1840 this firm has falthfn'i j
! pense at community house since Dec. of the storm a goodly crowd gathered ! served the lamilies of Knox County
LADY Al TENDANT
11, 1932; 24, mothers' aid; 25-29, fire to wish them joy. A pleasant eve- I
Day Telephone 450—781-1
: department; 30, hydrants; 31. calcium ning was enjoyed, which will long be
chloride; 32. town nurse; 33-34, inter remembered by all present. Verses ,
BURPEE’S
est and principal of town debt; 35, written by a friend tn honor of the j
ROCKLAND, MX.
surety bonds; 36, town library; 37, occasion were read by Lionel Carr.

TOWN MEETINGS

ft

SHUH I

; MISCELLANEOUS

FIVE ROOM tenement to let. bath,
light*. gas furnace heat. $20. MILTON
■' GRIFFIN. 25 Ocean St
___________ 31-tf
FIVE ROOM bungalow to let. electric
lights, flush toilet, garden spot
Rent
reaaonable to right parties TEL. 1188-M.
31*38
AT 23 Franklin St.. Rockland, up
stairs apartment. $12 month, will do
repairs
MRS DAVID OSIER, R 4.
Waterville. Maine
35*37
LOWER apartment, five rooms and
bath to let. at 20 CAMDEN ST. Tel.

’ :

LADIES Reliable hair goods at Rock
land Hair Store. 24 Elm St. Mall ordert
solicited. H. C. RHODES Tel. 519-J.
26-tf
ORDERS taken for cakes, chocolate, '
white or gold MRS R S SHERMAN
Tel 103- W.
34-36

father and antiques
quei
all and deliver.
S. A
S
A. MACO:
MACOMBER, 23 Amesbury St..
St
Rockland. Me
26-tf
ALADDIN LAMP PARTS al all tlmea
Prompt service. CRIE HARDWARE CO
26-tf

KEYS! KEYS! KEYS!
Keys made to order. Keys maat
to fit lock* when original keya art
lost. Honse, Office or Car. Code
book* provide key* for all locks
wlthoat bother.
Sclaaor* and
Knlve* Sharpened.
Prompt Service, Reasonable Prices

Crie Hardware Co.
UI8 MAIN ST.

ROCKLAND

Telephone 711

W-tt

639-J

8

Barter Column

NORTH WALDOBORO

Mrs. Margaret Newbert visited her [
•
..
t-. ,
c
1
caughter Mrs. Oeneva Eugley Sun- J
rinv
aa“'

Lida Overlook who has had employ. .
.
. „
, „ ,
ment at the home of Frank Hofses
Damariscotta, for the past few weeks
returned home Saturday.
Barbara Lovejoy and Ethelyn
Whitehouse of Waldoboro were guests
cf Belle Sprague recently.
Arden Mank and Roland Miller are
chopping wood for R. M. Stahl in
Union.
The stork called at the home of Mr.
and Mrs. George Reynolds Tuesday
and left a fine baby boy whose name
is Earl Walter Reynolds. Mrs. Oradell
Stahl is caring for Mrs. Reynolds.
Lydia Morse has been visiting rela
tives in Portland the past week.
Foster Mank and family and Maud?
Mank were guests of Isa Teague in
Warren Sunday.
Mr. and Mrs. Judson Benner and
Mrs. Amanda Winslow and daughters
were at James Storer's Sunday.
European nations again are refer
ring to Uncle Sam as Uncle Shylock.
And the next time they want to bor
row money over here Uncle Sam will
be shy enough to lock the treasury.—
Atlanta Journal.

New York State ls preparing for the
repeal of the Eighteenth Amendment,
say dispatches. You can't fool New
Yorkers. They knew we had the
Eighteenth Amendment all the time!
—Superior (Wis.) Telegram.

Recently we read that Oandhl ls a
lawyer. He certainly looks as if a
| good suit would help him quite a bit.

26-tf

THREE room furnished
ted apartment to
let. $4 week V F. STUDLEY 283 Main
St Tel. 1080
35-tf
FOUR ROOM apartment to let. also
three room furnished apartment, both
heated and newly
finished. MRS
FROST. Tel. 318-W
26-tf
OFFICES to let at 69 Park St., heated
and lighted. $3 50 week V. F. STUD
LEY. 283 Main St Tel 1080
26-tf
FURNISHED apartment to lev two
rooms and private bath 192 LIMEROCK
ST. Tel. 600 or 211-M_________ 24-tf
FURNISHED tenement to let. electric
lights, gas. bath, hot water heat, rent
reasonable F L SHAW. 47 North Main
St. Tel 422-R____________________ 21-tf
APARTMENT of five rooms and bath.
second floor, st 34 Pleasant 8t. Inquire
ANNE V FLINT. Tel. 1013-M.
19-tf
APARTMENT to let ln Blckneu Block.
MRS B B SMITH. Lincoln 8t. Tel 284.
I_____
26-tf
apart
rooms
Ai ly at CAMDEN
ROCKLAND WA7 R CO. Tel. 634
26-tf

!

The Idea behind this column ls to
make possible the exchange of goods or
’’rvices between people who wish to
trade some possession of theirs for other
goods or articles. Simply address the
Classified Editor of The Courler-Oazette.
T.he Charge Is 25 cents for one Insertion
three ltne’- 50 cents for three Inser*1l°ns- i®rker ad prices on application.
Phone 770.
ANYONE wanting to buy, sell or ex
change live stock please write or phone
LUDWIG MOTOR SALES. Tel. 135. Newcastle. Me.
21-tf
I WANT some responsible woman to
look after my home In exchange for
good board and room.
References.
Writ* MRS. S. K . care The Courler-Oazette.__________________________ 22-t.
WILL exchange laying pullets for
marketable fowl or pay fat prices for
fat birds. PENDLETON. 131 Rankin St.
Tel 843-W.
30*32
Boards for a partition. I'd like som*
boards to bulld a partition. Will trad*
for an awning or truck cover. Write
ROCKLAND AWNINO CO.. 15 Willow
3t„ City.
14*16
I will exchange a Rudd Instantaneoua
Oas Hot Water Heater, size 4. atvle F.
good as new. for a quantity of wood or
coal, for trucking service or cash.
Heater good jts new Apply Nell 8. Perry,
ETTF Office, c;ty.
THE COURIER-GAZETTE
14*16
Oliver Typewriter, fair condition. WIU
exchange right. P. O BOX 441, City.
_____
14*18
WE WILL trade, at bargain price, a
new Addressograph complete, standard
Fl Addressograph No 32382 for M plates,
foot power selector to work with dupli
cator. flat envelope plate No 2 less regu
lar envelope plate; 50 sets B plain tabs;
one Ol Oraphotype No. 10064 for M plates
No. 10 type. 44 cap carriage for style M
plates, complete with metal stand, copy
holder, cover and 20 extra dies and
punches; 30 model B drawers; 10 000
style M blank plates, stub sec.; 7 CSO
style M plates, bottom sects; 7 000 style
M blank plates, top sects.; 5.000 frames,
style M. shifting: one lister; one SBC
olive green cabinet; one base Tin.
chine ls brand new and can be bought
at one-half the actual price: and can be
seen at this office any time Address
N. S. Perry, COURIER-GAZETTE. Rock
land. Me.
24*31

WHEN IN BOSTON—You can buy
copies of The Courler-Oazette with the
home news, at the Old South News
Agency. Washington St., next Old South
Church; also at M Andelman's, 284
Tremont St.

Every-Other-Day

Rockland Courier-Gazette, Thursday, March 23, 1933

SALE OPENS

,

A. M.

Page Seven

BIG BANKRUPT SALE SE ,AS

CORNER MAIN AND ELM STREETS -- OPPOSITE STRAND THEATRE

SALE OPENS SATURDAY, MARCH 25th, 1933
GREATEST BUYING EVENT IN THE JEWELRY LINE ROCKLAND AND VICINITY EVER KNEW. THE ENTIRE STOCK AND
FIXTURES OF LEON J. WHITE, JEWELER, TO BE SOLD TO THE LAST ITEM AND SOLD QUICK SO IT WILL PAY YOU TO
SHOP EARLY. JUST A FEW OF THE AMAZING VALUES. READ THEM OVER CAREFULLY!

Diamond Rings

WATCHES
THE CHANCE OF A

Now

Were

CLOCKS
MANTLE

LIFETIME

37.50 Modern 18 kt. mounting $18.49
25.00 Modern 18 kt. mounting 13.50
30.00 Modern 18 kt. mounting 17.49
18.50 Modern 18 kt. mounting 9.98
12.00 Modern 18 kt. mounting 5.98

$18.00 Crystal
12.00 Mantle
11.00 Mantle

TO BUY A GOOD
WATCH
AT A

LADIES’ WRIST
Were

Stone Rings
Were

Sale

$10.00 to $16.00...........

$4.98

$ 6.00 to

12.00 ................................................

$ 6.00 to

10.00 ...................................................

Sale Were

Sale
$12.49

40.00 Solid Gold

18.50 25.00

10.95

17.50 Mantle

9.98

30.00

12.98 19.75

9.49

18.00 Boudoir

8.98

26.00

12.00 17.75

7.98

22.50 Banjo

19.75

9.48 12.00

5.98

17.75

7.98 20.00

4.98

POCKET WATCHES
Were

BIG VALUES!

Sale

$50.00 Hamilton 21 Jewel, R. R. Case........ $ 23.50
30.00 Illinois 17 Jewel, Filled Case........... 13.98
60.00 Waltham, 23 Jewel, Filled Case...... 26.98
18.50 Elgin, 7 Jewel, Filled Case................
9.48

WEDDING AND GUARD RINGS
White and Yellow Gold—AT REDUCTIONS
SHOW CASES

SAFE

$1.00 GUARANTEED POCKET WATCHES
69 CENTS

REGULATOR

SEXTANT

$1.50 ALARM CLOCKS
69 CENTS

TAYLOR RECORDING WEATHER GAUGE

C. E. MORSE
I

Were

$17.49 27.50

3.98

2.89

SETH

THOMAS $5.25
5.00
Sale 9.00 Key

$18.00 Mantle

35.00

AU Color Stones

MEN’S WRIST

Katherine, daughter cf Mr. and
Mrs. Kendrick Libby of Summer
.‘treet. celebrated her fifth birthday
Saturday by entertaining some of
her little playmates. St. Patrick's
Day decorations were used and the
dainty refreshments featured a
birthday cake. Katherine's guests
were Emmy Lou Peaslee, Priscilla
Clark. Joyce and Kent Palmer. Paul
Welch, Frances Eldridge. Donald and
Morton Estes.

$7.98
5.49
4.98

26 Piece High Grade, New Pattern $29.50 to $14.98
26 Piece 25 Year Guarantee............. $15.00 to $8.49
Good line Community and “1847” Ware at
Greatly Reduced Prices
Large assortment Knives, Forks, Spoons and Single
Pisces too numerous and cheap to mention

Boudoir Electric

SLAUGHTER PRICE
BIG LINE FANCY

Plated Flat Ware

$9.98

$2.69
2.49
3.98

Large assortment of
Small Desk and
Boudoir Clocks
$1.19 to $2.49 Sale

10.00

FRAMED
PICTURES
Now
$1.29
1.19
.79
.59
.50
.39
.29

Were
$3.00
2.50
2.00
1.75
1.50
1.25
1.00

FINE CLEAN LINE

Pewter, Plated Flat Ware
CUT AND DECORATED GLASSWARE
ALL PRICED AT AN ASTOUNDING
REDUCTION

IVORY TOILET AND MANICURE SETS
WAY BELOW COST
SMALL LINES LEATHER TRAVELING,
MILITARY SETS, BRUSHES, BILL FOLDS, ETC.
AT SLAUGHTER PRICES
FILLED JEWELRY, BROOCHES, BRACELETS
PENDANTS, BEADS, MESH BAGS

SILVER CIGARETTE CASES,
NAPKIN CLIPS

NICE LINE OF GENUINE POTTERY BOWLS,

THERMOS BOTTLE SETS, CASES AND

VASES, CANDLE STICKS, ETC.

FILLERS

WALL VASES, were 1.25 to 2.00; choice 39c

G. W. PALMER & SON ( C.
The Itooevik Club had a "children's party" Tuesday at the home of
Mrs. Warren C. Noyes, Orange street,
the members attending in childrens
clothes. Oames appropriate to tender years were played, with Mrs. E.
C. Eoody, Jr., Mrs. R. H. Britt and
Mrs. Fred T. Veazie carrying off
honors. The luncheon table reflect
ed the spirit of the occasion also,
dolls and lollipops forming the fea
tures of decorations. The club
meets April 4 with Mrs. E. L. Toner.

W. PROCTOR
Proprietor

Miss Carrie Barnard arrives to- '
LINCOLNVILLE
morrow from Medford Hillside. Mass..
Schools in town will begin April 3,
’ to be the guest of Mr. and Mrs. H
with no change in teachers.
O. Gurdy.
Mr. and Mrs. Allen Morton were
Mrs. Grace Ayers Black who has business visitors in Augusta last week.
been ill at her home on Talbot aveMrs Florence McDonald has re
Mrs. J. O. Stevens. Miss Esther 1 aue for the Past ten days ls showing turned from Newport.
In addition to personal notes regard-'
Miss Margaret Hannegan enter
Nickerson, Mrs. A. C. Jones. Miss some improvement.
lng departures and arrivals, this depart
Horace Carter of Belfast is passing
ment especially desires Information of tained at bridge Tuesday evening at
Nathalie Jones and Miss SophieJ
-----social happenings, parties, musicals, etc.
Mrs. Harry Levensaler. West a few days in town
Notes sent by mall or telephone will be the home of Mrs. D. L. McCarty.
Cohen, Mr. and Mrs. Lawrence Bar
gladly received.
Mr. and Mrs. Harry Dole were din
There were two tables, and honors
Meadow road, entertained the O.T.
bour and Miss Hazel Marshall, were
TELEPHONE________________ Tit or 7M
fell to Mrs McCarty. Mrs J. P. Bur
i Club, Wednesday evening, with ner guests Sunday of Mr. and Mrs.
in Belfast Saturday evening, where
highest score going to Miss Susan Frank Pendleton of the Beach.
Miss Winola Richan who is a stu gess and Mrs. Donald Perry.
Mrs. Raymond Greene recently
they attended the one-act play con
Fred Wiggin left Friday for a trip
Spear.
dent at Boston University was re
\isited her mother Mrs. Ada Emery'
Lewis Stanley and Miss Edith test. in which Rockland High School
to Portland and Boston
The meeting of the Methebesec at Owl’s Head for a few days.
cently a speaker at the annual ban
Stanley of Keezar Falls are guests of won honorable mention.
Walter H. Spear, E. R. Veazie, Col.
Mrs. Clara McKinney is passing a
quet of Nu Chapter of Alpha Gamma Club tomorrow afternoon will be at
their sister, Mrs. A. J. Murray, Tal
Basil Stinson and Ray E. Eaton were few days with her daughter Mrs. Lena
the
home
of
Mrs.
Angelica
Glover,
J. E. Drinkwater of Brewer ha' bot avenue.
Delta, held at the Hotel Sheraton.
A wedding anniversary party was dinner guests of Percy E. Demmons Rankin at Youngtown.
Boston. A speaker on the same pro [ with Miss Annie Frye as program been in the city on business for sev
held at Newbert's restaurant last (in Thomaston Tuesday evening.
Carle K. Mathews who was in the
eral days.
gram was Meredith Reed, a fraterni j chairman.
David Curtis had as supper guests night in honor of Mr. and Mrs. J
earthquake zone at Los Angeles,
ty sister, whose latest novel "Sky
The Scribblers' Club will be enter- writes of ht3 thrilling experience at
Tuesday, at his home on Brewster Frank Allen, a couple which have
Mr. and Mrs. O. B. Brown enterErnest Young who has been in this , £treet william Cross Ernest John been wedded 18 happy years. Mrs. ' tained by Mrs. Harriette Levensaler
lark,” has Just been published by
Crowell. Miss Richan is also to take ■ tained the Five Day Club Monday j city cn business the past week has re- [ f on and James Thomas, the occasion , Alien received a handsome wrist on the evening of March 28. Since
turned to Matinicus.
part in the university's forthcoming i evening.
being an observance of his 14th watch from her husband, and thc the last club meeting three poems,
production of "The Mikado." —
birthday. Jolly games occupied' thc skating rink staff and other guests written in sietequain form by Mrs
The Scribblers Club holds its
Mrs. Cora Carlon and Mrs. Carrie
time happily, David received many ' presented the couple with a very ' Mildred Perry Putnam of Rockport,
Mrs. George B. Davis is entertain March meeting Tuesday evening at Dickenson of Boston were in the city gifts.
attractive floor lamp. The supper have been accepted by the poetry
the
home
ot
Mrs.
Harriette
Lev

yesterday called by the sudden death
ing the Thursday Auction Club this
FRI.-SAT.
was a jolly affair, and the company magazine "Expression."
cf the former's sister Mrs. Clara i Mrs. Carl E. Freeman was hostess ' especially appreciated the service
afternoon at her home on Rankin ensaler.
Pendleton, which occurred in thc !
street.
to the Hatetoquitit Club last eve- ■ rendered by Carl Mosher, who reChummy Club met Tuesday eve Baptist vestry Tuesday afternoon.
PALERMO
ning at her home at Glencove.
j ceived a cash souvenir for his newning with Mrs. E. W. Freeman, Lin
Mrs. Leola Rose was hostess to the
_____
born child,
den street. Bridge honors were won
Browne Club meets tomorrow eve
Congratulations are emended to
Outing Club at luncheon yesterday.
Thc March meeting of the Garden
by Mrs. Frank Fields and Mrs. Flora ning with Mrs. Charles H. Whitmore.
4
Mr. and Mrs. Earl Day (Abbie Bagley)
Miss Leafie Maddocks was given a
Club takes place Tuesday afternoon
Fernald.
cn the birth of a baby daughter. Mrs.
Mr. and Mrs. Oscar Thornton of
Harold Allen entertained at his | at 3 o'clock at the home of Mrs. John surprise party Monday evening at Day is being cared for by her mother,
Bath were guests Sunday of Mr. and
A meeting of the executive board home in Camden Tuesday evening, O. Stevens. Mrs. Nina Beverage will 89 Cedar street by a few friends. Mrs. Fred Sommers of Massachusetts.
Mrs. Arthur Marsh. Broad street.
of the Rubinstein Club w-as held his guests being L. E. McRae, Harold present a paper on "Native Wild The evening was pleasantly passed in
Mrs. Charles Tibbetts is visiting in
reminiscenses of other days. Light
Tuesday at the home of Mrs. Lilian Ccombs, Dr. E. W. Peaslee, Harold B. Flowers."
Portland.
William H. Wincapaw, Jr., enter
refreshments
were
served.
S. Copping. The club is to have a Burgess, Dr. Blake Annis and Dr
Mr. and Mrs. F. C. Tibbetts and son
tained informally Saturday evening
reciprocity program with the Schu Dana Newman. Mrs. McRae and
Mrs. Leola Rose was hostess to the
his guests being Avis Lovejoy, Rose
George F. Grant of Swampscott Arthur and Mrs. A. J. Tibbetts were
mann Club of Bangor sometime dur Mrs. Burgess were guests of Mrs. Tuesday Club, with Mrs. Ann Haskell Mass., is the guest of his sister, Mrs. in Jefferson Sunday, guests of Mr. and
Whitmore, Constance Snow. Hervey
ing the week of April 17 (the 19th or Allen.
of Belfast as special guest.
Allen, Jr. and Bernard Freeman.
Priscilla Richardson, Rockland street. Mrs. S. L. Brown. Mrs. A. J. Tibbetts
20th named as tentative dates). A
It has been nearly 35 years since Mr. i remained for a visit.
Jig-saw puzzles formed1 the chief di
Miss Lucy Rhodes will be hostess
Miss Letitia Creighton, homeward
dinner will precede the program at
Mrs. Fred Morang and children Al
Grant left Rockland.
version.
the Universalist vestry, more details to the Charity Club at luncheon to bound from an extended Western
bert and Theresa were Sunday guests
day at the home of Mrs. Robert visit, is now guest of her brother
Mrs. William H. Wincapaw was of which will be given later. The
Arthur Wardwell, who has been at Harold and Percy Saban's.
Messer.
James Creighton in Hamburg, N. Y. spending the winter in Lowell with
Mrs. Stetson Glendennlng who has
hostess to the Monday Afternoon annual banquet, scheduled for April
28, will be omitted. The club is to
She will visit in Boston the coming his daughter Mrs. Edna Clements, bcen ill is slowly gaining.
Club at her apartments.
Mr. and Mrs. A. J. Murray enter
present a “radio program' the eve
week, expecting to arrive home on has returned home.
There will be a free dance at the
tained at picnic supper and cards
March 31.
The Comrades of the Way were ning of April 28 and it promises to be
grange hall at East Palermo Satur
Tuesday evening, with Mrs. Dorothy
hosts to the Followers of the Way of unique. Mrs. Helen Wentworth and
Mr. and Mrs. E. O. Babb have re day evening. Baked bean supper will
Lawrence of Aurora, N. Y. and
The Wawenock Club met Monday turned home after four months be served at intermission..
the Camden Congregational Church Mrs. Gladys Morgan have charge o!
Rockland as honor guest.
evening at the home of Mrs. Fannv visit with their daughter, Mrs. F. J.
Sunday evening, there being 55 in this program, and many famous per
The fanners in this vicinity are
Norton, Mechanic street. Quotations McAuliffe, ln Winthrop, Mass. They busy these days getting thelr wood
attendance. Rev. Walter S. Rounds sonalities of radioland are scheduled
Dauntless
I from the writings of Samuel W. witnessed the storm which wrecked piles sawed.
and Rev. Winfield Witham gave brief to appear. The club is to present a
I Foss were used for response to the nouses and ruined thc whole water
talks, with John M. Richardson of reciprocity program with Les CamaDaring
Misses Ruth and Irene Lenfest
roll call, and current events and the front. Some of the waves dashed were here Monday selling garden and
The Courier-Gazette as guest speak rades Musicaux of Bath during ths
Daredeviltry
question box occupied the usual place up 100 feet high as they struck the flower seeds.
er. Mr. Richardson's topic was "The week of May 3. Choral rehearsals
New, wonderful 'MELLO-OLO face
with
Place of Young People in the World for numbers to be used in this pro powder reproduces the tempting bloom in thc program. Interesting papers sea wall and the water flooded
Mi-, and Mrs. Irving Hannon and '
•» Barbara Weeks
Today,' the young people finding the gram will be resumed March 31. It of youth. Spreads smoothly, stays on were presented by Mrs. Lelia Benner everything. Mr. Babb says It is the children visited hls paients Mr. and ,
subject most interesting.
After was also voted to hold a tea at the longer, hides tiny lines and wrinkles, on "Mountains and' Lakes of Maine,” first time he ever ate lobsters that Mrs. N. M. Hannon Sunday.
A Columbia Picture
chorus singing of familiar hymns, home of Mrs? John Haines McLoon, prevents large pores. No shiny noses, and Mrs. Cora Smith. "The Motor were not caught in a trap, as he
Mrs. Alice Jones has been ill but is
no drawn or "pasty" look. Women
.with Miss Nathalie Jones at the | April 25, with Miss Clemice Black trust MELLO-GLO because new ists’ Paradise." The meeting of picked them up on the shore and in mush better at this writing.
TODAY
piano, buffet lunch was served, this ington as chairman. A social hour French process makes it the purest next Monday evening will be the an the street. Mr. Babb was one of the
SALLY EILERS
Delightfully nual session, and will take place at persons who rescued children and
feature in charge of Mrs. A. C. was enjoyed during which Mrs. face powder known.
Looks as though the Filipinos will
in
Jones, Mrs. J. O. Stevens, Miss Char Wentworth, president, served re fragrant. Try MELLO-GLO today. the home of Mrs. Evelyn Snow, carried them to the safty zone in gain a free hand but lose a free mar
50c and $1.00. Tax free. Corner Drug
“SECOND HAND WIFE"
Thomaston.
lotte Buffum and Mrs. Joseph Emery. freshments.
a rowboat.
ket.—Weston Leader.
store and all other good stores.

^Society.

VANITIES

THIMBLES, NAPKIN RINGS

PARKER AND WATERMAN
PENS AND SETS

ia

CUFF LINKS, SCARF PINS

Junior Harmony Club meets Tuesday evening at 6.15 at Legion hall,
Mrs Leola Noyes, counsellor, asks
for full attendance in order that
rehearsals and plans for the open
meeting may be carried out.

1

PAR

)

the time. He is employed as traffic
officer and left Long Beach at 5
o'clock, Just previous to the shock.
Rehearsals are going on for the
Easter play to be given at the Old
Church. This is an exceptionally fine
play and should have good patron
age.

FRI. -SAT.
NEWS WAS HIS

RACKET—BLONDES

HIS WEAKNESS!
Direct from Its Broadway

run in record time ((imrs
the comedy smash of
the American newshound

with Rue ian dressing!

ti

TR9CY

WICK
BONES
whii
Eagle

Make Your
Skin Lovely

NOW SHOWING
"CHILD OF MANHATTAN”
with
JOHN BOLES, NANCY CARROLL

COMING
“ANIMAL KINGDOM"

Every-Other-Day
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A NEW FRANK MERRIWELL
Gilbert Patten To Revive His Famous Hero, But With
Modern Surroundings Provided

THE LOITERER

EVE OF CENTURY MARK

I'

Clara S. Overlook

How Waldoboro’s Oldest Resident Was Happily Honored
On His 99th Birthday
One touch of nature is said to

look! my wash is

make the whole world kin and to a
Fearless Frank Merriwell, dormant George Bun-age He was the father | certain extent is true. A chance reFor the past dozen years neigh- ! Greene, the M. E. Church pastor at
these many years between the seduc of Inza, the heroine, you know Well. ' mark, a certain description, perhaps bors and friends, together with mem- North Waldoboro. In connection
tive paper backs of a million and one I killed Burrage off In an African a simple word, brings to mind a hap bers of King Solomon's Lodge. with her speech Mrs. Greene read
yellow Tip Top Weeklies, will leap swamp one week and then had him pening or memory that has lain
this original poem:
F.A.M , have met to celebrate the i I Dedicated to Bro. Jacob C. Bogues on
into life soon again., dauntless as bouncing around hale and hearty in dormant in a person's mind for
attainment of hls ninety-ninth I
birthdays of Jacob C. Bogues. thc the
years.
ever, but a new Frank.
the following week's installment.
birthday).
Fourscore
and nineteen years ago
Last
December
Adelia
Veazie
wrote
“Orand Old Man" of Waldoboro.
Nor will the new Frank Merriwell's
“The boys caught it, of course, ana
A babe was born, hls name you know; ,
exploits be set down in the temporary there'd been the very devil to pay if one of her interesting Chimney Cor
And
those
who saw that Infant fair
Nothwithstanding the inclement
not that he'd withstand the
and garish fashion of yesteryear.
I hadn't straightened lt out with a ner Chats on apples and the names weather and dangerous motor ve- Dreamed
wear
Beyond the years when most folks go
His rebirth as a somewhat less chapter explaining that the report by which they were usually known.
! hide driving. 21 Masons and 82 From out this earthly vale of woe
priggish young man who will lead a I of Burrage's death was altogether un- That article brought to my mind the
Yet by God's mercy and Hls grace
orchard on my granddad's farm in 3thers gathered at his home March Brother Jacob Bogues has made the race.
more plausible existence, saying won t [ true."
Appleton and its various kinds of 15 in remembrance of his 99th an- And so we’ve gathered here tonight.
and don't instead of will not and dc
He chuckled.
1
For thus its fitting, and 'tis right
not, will be dignified by cloth covei-s
"But it isn't as bad as the one that apples, the names of which now niversary. Everybody seemed in the To honor him who’s reached the time
Hls years arc numbered ninety-nine.
The man whose brain conceived happened to Ned Buntline. Remem seem strange, and perhaps even silly, best of spirits, including Mr. Bogues *’‘th greetings true we come to you.
Friends that are old. friends that are
some 30 million words worth of Merri ber him? The man who gave Bill but in those long ago days were
himself. His family
physician Dr To
_ wish
“J*-you ,Joy this
... natal
. , day,
'
well adventures smoked cigarette Cody the title of Buffalo BiU. Well, spoken of just as we today speak of
thi will ever stay
J. Warren Sarborn. called to see And blessings that
after cigarette in his favorite Green he was one of the more successful of the more modem names of thc same
I him the dav before the celebration, A?„f.ou„lo?a o~-kward o'er the years.
wich Village eating place—the other the shilling-shocker craftsmen. Wrote fruit.
With all thelr Joys and all thelr fears.
......................
e long
Among those I remember as a fav- I and rpronounced him a healthier man OWCCt
And
note
the
tong way
way you
you did
did roam.
roam.
day and discussrd tiie new hero and barrels of stuff for Street & Smith.
TVrtW
now tntiaf
must Has
be tho
the thnnuht
thought of
the old
home
—
Western stuff, mostly an instalment orite was Honey Sweet Was there ,han he was Un years ag0
Far from the turmoil and the strife
i
Burt L. Standish is a pen name, as at a time.
ever a sweeter, better apple? A white
this thing that ts known as life.
were many comments from the Of
May
you
have
peace
and
love's
rich
store
sumed so that tlie Merriwells could
"Once he went off on a bust, disap apple with the flavor of honey, not
TUI you have reached the golden shore
go on regardless of what happened to peared. His publishers couldn't lay very lajge. but when they began to friends about hls good looks, and the
Mrs. Marion Frolock read the old
writer,
who
can
remember
him
as
the original author. He is really Gil thelr hands on him and grew des fall off In September were eagerly
poem: "Twenty Years Ago.” altering
bert Patten, and to the many young perate as the deadline approached 1 sought for. and we children vied with far back as he can remember any ! it to fit the occasion, and connect- ;
sters who know him. simply “Gill.”
What to do? They solved it by ring each other in being the first under thing. could see the same boyish ing herself in old schooldays' expert Back in 1896. when Frank Merriwell ing in a substitute author to finish that tree in early morning. Those glint in his eye that he had in his ence with Mr. Bogues. Garland Day,'
was bom, Oil Patten was a fiery the job.
apples In looks resembled the apple
younger days. The same jubilant worshipful master of King Solomon's
young man. dashing black mustache
"He finished it, all right, by killin' r.ow called the Yellow Transparent.
The mice anole referred to by M-s sPlrlt
manifest ln
meeting
and
Simmons followed
waves of black hair, bowler, cane and off the hero. Buntline returned and
The spice apple referred to b> Mrs
Ail of the speakers eulogized the life .
all that.
Veazie was also a favorite and accur- of his friends by his jingling laugh
tore his hair.
and character of the honored host
Now the dashing mustache is no
"He has kUled my hero!" he waUcd ately described by her. These we and exchange of jokes. Mr. Bogues ln a iovjng gpirjt that could not fai.
more. The coal black hair of another "But ycu couldn't stop Buntline you prized because they had when ripe sant that hitherto he hadn't been to affect the lives of everyone presyear is Just a white patch. He is a know He once wrote a Western play a spicy smel. and taste, although
about living to such an ent. Ruby Walter Miller gave an
youngish old man who "won't tell his in 24 hours. Well, he needed more in sour. That tree has gone the way
______ i
extreme old age. but as he is so near j appropriate reading, and Maggie
age." wears a gray flannel shirt, looks stalments to his story, so he had the of all things and only a small piece
down on you from some six lean feet hero return as a ghost to haunt the of the trunk remains to show where going over the top of the centurv he Ca:de™*d entertained the company
of height and as you would expect is villain to his doom through the ensu it once stood. Another apple was the would like to make tt. and the guests wlth one of her famous Irlsh bro’ue
recitations. When the choir got in
full of what Mencken likes to call thr ing chapters.”
“pig nose." and the resemblance was expressed themselves as like minded, motion, there was music to swell the ;
and
then
some.
"human juices."
true to life. A long, slim, sour ap
Among the features of the program breeze, and the variety of facial ex
“Don't mistake me," Gilbert Patten
ple which grew on a spreading tree
Gilbert Patten did his early writing
pressions was not the least enter-1
said. “The new Merriwell stories will
which must have been old even then, was music by the Waldoboro Band,
in the golden era of the dime novel.
taining part of the program to a si
which
voluntarily
tendered
its
serv1
have a bit of the flavor of the oid
as the trunk was split, and the bark
lent
listener.
He rubbed shoulders with such ficThe glamor of school days will b?
held many hundreds of reminders of ice. Other features of the program
There were eats and drinks galore
tioneers as Edward L. Wheeler, crea
were
guided
by
Mrs.
Margare'
there, but the stilted talk and what
the woodpeckers bill.
—candy, coffee, cakes of many kinds.
tor of Deadwood Dick; Harlan P
shall I say, the sentimentalizing, will
The "punkin sweet.” was another Calderwood who called on the folHalsey, former Brooklyn school su
and doughnuts. There were four
favorite. The "tall sweet" was the ,
«ueste for remarks in order:
«e.
perintendent, who authored the Old
Enoch
Robertson,
chairman
of
the
cakes Th larff5t aas
"What I mean is that the modern
Sleuth yarns; Frederick Day. who tallest tree in the orchard, and we board of selectmen and a Mason, brought by the Masons and on it
[ WHAT' RINSO
boy would no more think of saying to
often climbed It to the very top.
MAKES CLOTHES
were 99 candles. Another rich look
fathered the Nick Carter adventures;
making
the
key-note
speech;
the
hls chum, ‘You're a splendid chap;
Behind the hcuse were the strawberry
LAST LONGER’
ing
cake
was
presented
by
Mrs.
Maud
I
j Maj. Dangerfteld Burr, Leon Lafitto
than I would think of calling you.
and porter trees and many are the writer; Rev. A. G. Davis, pastor of
and others.
Topp
and
on
it
were
arranged
18
who are more or less of a stranger, by
times I have eagerly watched for the the M. E. Church at Waldoboro vil
All like Patten bore euphonious
candles in sections to represent 99.
mend Rinso. Cup for cup, it gives
OTHING is harder on clothes
jour first name. The present-day
lucious apples to drop to the ground. lage: and Rev. Mrs. Elizabeth R. Mrs. Walter Kaler presented a cake
twice as muchsudsaslightweighr,
rom de plumes, and all except Patten
than scrubbing them against
boy will like as not call his friend a
Whenever we were sent to the well
a washboard. Save money—usepuffed-up soaps—eten »'» harJest
on the crest of which was tastefully
I ended in poverty, while thelr publish
■mug' or a monkey when he gets affec
for water we always set the pall
Rinso! Its lively suds
outdirt.
uater. Rich, long-lasting suds.
ers made fortunes that would be conarranged. "HaFpy Birthday." and
tionate.
Clothes comc4 or 1 shades whiter
down long enough to see if by chance
: sidered bulky even today.
“99 Years."
Great in washers, too
—last 2 or J times longer. It's
“Remember Bart Hodge the vil- j
a strawberry apple had fallen from
“But there wasn't any Authors'
Several friends who failed to meet
possible to save $ 100 or more on
The makers of 40 famous washers
lain?" Patten asked. "Well, he won't
the
tree.
We
always
hid
the
apples
League in those days,' Patten said,
clothes by washing them this
with the main party went the day
say, "Rinso for safety and whiter
be so villainously black. Nor will
safe, "scrubless" Rinso way.
ruefully, “and my share for years was in the hay mow to ripen and many a
following to observe Mr. Bogues'
clothes!" Wonderful for dishes,
Frank be so lUy white. My boys
The home-making experts of too—easy in banJi! Get the BIG
$50 for a book a week. I was paid this thumb dent did they get before we
birthday. Among them was Mrs.
would just laugh
316 leading newspapers recom
package.
i in the form ot a three-year contract decided they were ripe enough to eat
. Georgia Walter with another birth
"Yes. there'll be flying machines i
The
taste
was
like
nectar
to
the
Later. I got $75 for 25,000 words and
day cake, fully equalling the others
and automobiles, but the stories must
gods.
of those popular
es much as $150.”
in quality. Mrs. Isa Vose also pre- ’
not lose a bit of their mellowness bv
In my granddad's house was an
sented a cake with "Hippy Birthday
being modem."
open chamber with floor of wide pine
j Greetings" imbedded in the frosting.
Six revised and modernized volume.' ' Patten was born down East in Coi- boards, smeoth and white. Every
A guest book was presented by Mr.
are already inthe hands of the Fub- Inna, Me
A few years ago he built year when apples were gathered the
INCREASES PAYROLL
j Bogues' niece. Miss Emma Burnllshers
himself a home overlooking the rea at early ones were taken to the chamber
! heimer. a resident of Massachusetts.
The genius ofprolificproduction Camden, near his boyhood home and spread on the floor to ripen, a
I There ls recorded in the book the Famous Medicine Company
smiled guiltily.
There he plays with the village boys bushel or more of each kind, while
Advertises and Needs More
■ name of every guest present. A box
"Some of the stuff I turned out and gets his slant on the current-dai russets, greenings and Baldwins were
I of home-made candy came all the :
Help
week after week was awful bad," he kW.
i put in the cellar for w.nter.
I way from California. Mr. and Mrs
said, with a New England twang that
His mother did her best to wean
just to open the door that led us
| Collomore donated a lobster—a legal
On Feb. 31 the Lydia E. Pinkham
40 years of New York have nol been him from the dime novels with which up to the open chamber was a joy.
I one. and Charles Flanders, a mam- Medicine Company's plant at Lynn.
able to eradicate
he gorged himself as a boy. He'd Such a delicious app'.ey smell, and one
j moth squash. From absent friends ; Massachusetts, began running 65
"But it was all done in such a read them in bed by candle light lor never to be forgotten,
came 49 birthday cards. A box of hours a week to supply the 55.000 re
terrible hurry. No revision or any hours.
Several years ago when teaching
candy containing 99 pieces was an- ■ tail druggists in the United States
thing like that you know. About 400J
“Willy." she'd object, "how will you school near the old place, I wandered
other offering. The gift was ac- S with thelr tablets in the new 50c size
to 5000 words every day lor 18 years. ever get to be a preacher reading this J through the old orchard, also the
tin box. A single machine can fill!
companied with these verses:
"There'd be weeks in which I com stuff?"
| young orchard which was set dur700 tin boxes an hour, but in order
' Ninety and nine sweetly lay
pletely forgot what I had written of
Well, Patten did get to be a preach- mg my day. but of the old favorites
In the shelter of this box;
to keep up with the demand the wom
They
represent
up
to
this
day
Frank in the preceding chapters. You cr, in a way. Frank Merriwell was a nearly every one was gone and where
The years you've lived Your locks
en employes are working in shifts six
’ Once black are white with age.
can see how dangerous this forgetting morallj’ rectitudinous and upright , they stood were just stumps, from
days a week. Under the Massachu
! The givers wish you many more;
business was liable to be when you young man. a paragon of the virtues ?<)me of which had grown a few
) And as you turn page after page
setts law. no woman is allowed to
Of life's year-book, may sweet Joys pour
remember that my stories made up Smoking and drinking he strictly ab- suckers which showed that the roots
[ Into your life 'til others share
work more than 48 hours a week
A portion of that sacred bllsa
the world's longest serial.
jured. A mother could permit her were still alive,
With a million boxes waiting to be
That drives away all anxious care.
And keeps us from a sad abyss
Years have come, years have gone.
"For instance, take tlie case of offspring to delve into hls adventures
filled and mounted on counter cards,
Generations born and died;
with an easy mind.
It seems to the writer that it would ! the Pinkham Company was able to.
Old ar.d new have met each other
STANDARD OIL COMPANY OF NEW YORK, INC.
And are standing side by side.
Even now Patten receives letters
not be doing justice to omit mention j take on several new employes for full
N. C. C. 3.
telling ot the inspiration Frank Mer
of Mrs. Margaret Caldcrwood’s faith- time work.
PHONE ROCKLAND 115
Washington.
riwell has afforded his readers, grown
; ful service from this report. She
AU this activity Ls ln anticipation of 1
up now. Yale grads write that MerriI has been Mr Bogues' constant nurse 1 a nation-wide newspaper campaign
well's adventures at New Haven in "merry" and “well" signifying jollity
for the past 19 years, and it is gen which begins April I. Fifteen hun
TV/O weeks ago we offered
Shoulders droop under weight of fluenced their choice of college.
and abounding health.
erally
conceded that her faithful J dred newspapers from Maine to Cali
this
big
value
in
electric
years. Young, yet beauty has fled.
IM MEW YORK CITY
Thus was Faultless Frank Merriwell
Even as a boy at Corinna Patten
service largely accounts for his Ion-1 fornia will acquaint the women of
Cheeks are sallow and drawn. Un
sandwich toasters at $2.85
Reasonable
Rates • Prepossessing Locations
sightly pimples. Keep your system
wrote stories. His first yam was bom.
gevity.
America with the merits of Lydia E.
and we were completely
clean and you keep the beauty of called a "Bad Man" and was sold to
The hero set the pace at Fardale
It
is
not
the
number
ol
Mr.
Bogues'
Pinkham’s tablets in the treatment of
youth. Its energy. Its irresistible
DOUBLE
single
sold out.
Banner Weekly. In his early twenties Military Academy. He met every
years that attracts the people to his, ailments peculiar to women. These •
charm. Then life is not a failure.
DirectionofE.J. Carrol
advertisements
will
stress
the
con1
Clogged bowels and inactive liver he came to New York to make hls j situation at Yale, won every quarter
HOTIl YORK - 7th Av«. snd 36th St. — 1 minute Penn. Ststion
home every returning natal day, i
cause poisons to seep through the sys
mile, saved every desperate ball game
HOTEL GRANO-Broadway snd 31 tt Sl.— 2 minutes Penn. Ststion
fortune as a writer.
rather the way he has lived them. venience of the new flat tin box and
We have just secured an
tem. Health vanished and with it
HOTIL INDICOTT—Columbus Ave. snd 81 tt St. — Opposite Psrk
After “Fire Eye, the Thugs' Terror ’ | He traveled in the Wett and all over
His volunteer service to his country i its modest price of 50c. Each box
beauty and energy. Dr. Edwards
other shipment which we
HOTIl MARTHA WAIHINGTON fer Women - 29 East 29th St.
Patten was asked to fashion a charac the world.
contains twenty-five chocolate coated
Olive Tablets will help save you from
ln
thc
great
crisis
of
the
Civil
War
are offering this Friday and
this dark hour. For 20 years they have
Then the Fortunate Frank married
ter with a catchy name to be lionized
has often been mentioned. He has tablets. The company will continue
IN BOSTON
IN CHICAGO
been prescribed in place of calomel to
Saturday at the same big
the Intriguing Inza and Gilbert Pat
in serial form.
been a Mason since 1864—a member j to sell these tablets, packed in the j Hotel Manger, No. Station, S2.5B up. Hotel P'aza. No. Ave. A No. Clark St. $1.50 up
men and women seeking health and
saving.
Dick Lightheart, Jack Harkaway. ten was heavy hearted indeed.
of King Solomon’s Lodge—and is the ’ familiar brown bottles This larger |
freedom from constipation. They act
easily and smoothly. No dangerous Gay Dashleigh and Don Kirt were j A half brother. Dick, carried on for
■oldest Mason as well as thc oldest' size is recommended for general use
griping. Take nightly before retiring.
suggested. Patten spumed these and 1 Frank for a while. Later Frank Jr., j Step in and have one of
man ln town, holding thc Post cane. and for medicine chests, but the new
Results will amaze you.
concocted Frank Merriwell. The first ' retraced his father s footsteps. In
He is also pqssibly the oldest Mason 50c size will prove convenient for busy
Thousands of men and women
those delicious piping hot
Would never be without Dr. Edwards
name expressed the hero’s charac- ' 1914 tbe series ended. It is estimated
in this State. His good life is still women who wish to carry the medi
M<ry We Suggest—
toasted sandwiches—you’ll
Olive Tablets, a vegetable compound.
teristics, open, on the level. The ! Ure Merriwell story sales exceeded
spreading its influence among men, cine in thelr pocketbooks. They will
Know them by their olive color. 15c
be
surprised
how
nice
they
name Merriwell was a combination of | 100.000.000 copies.
and when he finally goes the way of be displayed in every drug store in the
30c and 60c. All druggists.
Gilbert Patten has. of course. 1 really are.
all the living, it will still speak. So country. The opportunity thus of
fered to try the tablets for the small
abandoned the frenzied output cf I
might it be!
A Neighbor.
price of 50c, wUl undoubtedly win
j earlier years. Some 1800 words of reNorth
Waldoboro.
March
20.
On Sale Only This
hundreds of new customers for the
j vision is a good day’s work for htm
BOSTON, MASS.
BEACON SIKfcfcT
Pinkham Medicine Company —adv •
now.
CONTINUE TO THRIVE
FRIDAY
and
Patten has done well with pot ,
A Republic is a land in which ev
boilers. His hero has been and may I
More Than 4,000 EnroU ments Ir. the
erybody knows what to do and no
SATURDAY
4-H Clubs Are Listed
[ yet again be the idol of the Nation’s
body has authority to do it —Cedar
Located on Beacon
It s a pleasant feeling to know that from
' youth, but Patten will always be disHiM Next to the
Falls
(Iowa)
Record.
your New York hotel, ALL the City's most
Depression
or
no
depression,
the
! satisfied.

40R5 SHADES

WHITER-AND

SWEET AS CLOVER
-YET 1 DIDN'T
SCRUB OR BOIL IT

You can save $100 by washing

your clothes this easy way

N

Another Lot

The biggest-selling package soap in America

SOCONY TE

Sandwich

TOASTERS

for oil ranges

PROMPT
DELIVERY

CLEAN
BURNING

this FRIDAY
and SATURDAY

ECONOMICAL

PLEASANTRELIEF
FROM CONSTIPATION

• $2’*^

HOTEL BELLEVUE

/n tfve center o/

YOAKf activity

State House

interesting places can be reached quickly
It is equally pleasant to have a cheerful,

luxurious room at the modest cost of

Hom

44 tb

$3 a day single;

M

double

RESTAURANT - TAVERN GRILL - CAFETERfA
Luncheon jrom )0r • Dinner 81c and f 1,00
DINNER DANCING
NO COVER CHARGE

4ttk STREET - It k AVENUI-NEW YORK

"A RELIANCE HOTEL

>•*/■ I. W.if, Mo.o(„

’’I’ve always wanted to be the
American Dickens," he said wistfully
j “Had a tremendous time with him
when I was a kid. Oliver Twist, Bil)
Sykes. Fagin, a fascinating crowd.
"But I never had the time. Once it
| seemed that I would write a novel,
j I thought I’d give up the pot boilers
I then. But I never did. Now maybe
I it’s too late.”—Boston Sunday Globe

Japan buys 100.000 tons of scrapmetal in New York. It takes a lot of
■ metal for a modern scrap.—Cleveland
Plain Dealer.

$

j
[

2

■

j

CENT
POWt

.85
complete

4-H clubs ln Maine continue to thrive
judging from enrollment figures from
each county and summarized by L. H.
Shibles, the State club leader. At
present 4285 enrollments have been
received compared with 3822 at a
similar period last year.
Waldo County continues ln the lead
with 664 and Aroostook follows with
525. Oxford and Kennebec are third
and fourth respectively with 406 and
367. By July 1, the high record of
last year may be equalled or exceeded,
agents of the Extension Service be
lieve

DON’T GET UP NIGHTS
Physic the Bladder WHh
Juniper Oil
Drive out the Impurities and excess
acids that cause Irritation, burning and
frequent deelre. Juniper oil Is pleasant
to take in the form of BUKETS. the
bladder physic, also containing buchu
leaves, etc. Works on the bladder
similar to castor oil on the bowels. Get
a 25c box from any drug store After
four days if not relieved of "getting up
nights" go back and get your money.
If you are bothered with backache or let
pains caused from bladder disorders you
are bound to feel better after this cleans
ing and you get your regular sleep.
Corner Drug Store. Charles W Sheldon,
druggist, and C. H Moor to Co say BTTKETS Is a best seller.

Just a few minutes' walk to the theatre, financial,
and shopping centers.

New Lower Rates
Rooms withoui bath, ’’

^.(H)

up; with bath,

^?.00 up *

f omplete Restaurant and Cafeteria Service

READ THE COURIER-GAZETTE WANT ADS

